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KV 2/267  Erich Pheiffer, in British files, sometimes incorrectly written with “Pf”,  

 
PF 46969 

 
 



KV 2/267, page 3 

 
18.7.38. CX/12722/25/a  re Pfheiffer.   (AOB, please notice that apparently the German 

related CX/ serials starting with at least 12 followed often by the number “5”, 
though in most cases this has been made invisible) 

KV 2/267, page 4 

 
KV 2/267-3 

 
Serials deleted authority EBD/R8 11.10.60 



(AOB, I always wondered about these deletions since, say, 1955. I assume: a reason might 
have been, that he once became engaged within “friendly” organisations, like was the newly 
established German Bundeswehr or otherwise. Another option being - that it had become 
apparent that he had passed away; why keeping otherwise a person on a blacklist?) 
KV 2/267, page 6 

 
16.4.44 Extract from report from Artist, brought back by Tricycle 13.4.44. 
(AOB, Artist:  his real name Johann Jebsen, also known as Jonny Jebsen. Tragically 
disappeared since February 1945, from the Sachsenhausen camp. Was part of the OSTRO 
(Fidrmuc, case as well, also Ballhorn – real name Hans Brandes. For more details on this 
aspect, please notice my extensive:  http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm 
Tricycle = Popov, who also played a role in the Garbo/Kuehlenthal Case) 
KV 2/267, page 7 

 
Mr. Hart, 
B.1.B. 
 Please see 36a and subsequent serials.  I mentioned Pfheiffers’s expected desertion to 
O.S.S. at a recent 12 o’clock meeting from which you were absent. It was then agreed you 
should handle his case our angle if he be brought here. 
 As you know, Pheiffer is not alone among G.I.S. (AOB, German Intelligence Service) 
officials in Turkey in coming over to our side and, in this connection, you should see the 
signal at 6a in PF 600236 (attached) where we ask S.I. M.E. (AOB, Secret Intelligence 
Middle East) to indicate the line they are adopting towards these cases which, may well 
become frequent. 
 
B.1.B.        A.J. Kellar 
13.9.44 
KV 2/267, page 9 

 
11.3.45.  M.S.S. History Sheet for Pheiffer. (AOB, RSS intercepts about him) 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


KV 2/267-1, page 10 

 
26.5.45 Minute from SCO to Colonel Baxter L.R.C. forwarding Form 4b for Pheiffer 
on arrival in s.s. Drottingholm. (AOB, interesting notice: he did not went over the Allies,  but 
was being brought on agreement, together with all other KONO employees, by means of this 
Swedish ship, first to Portugal, where they landed at Lisbon. From another source we know: 
that they found the KO Portugal premises (more or less) also deserted in Lisbon. S.S. 
Drottingholm was also the ship that brought Erich Gimpel from America to Sweden in 1942 
early 43, in the course of an exchange program between America and Germany)  
KV 2/267-1, page 10 

 
31.5.45 Minute from V.E. (CX/12799/592) forwarding Pheiffer’s activities.  (AOB, 
consider again the provision of CX/ … number, which is a real rarity; remember also the 
German related matters often start with CX/12 …../) 
KV 2/267-1, page 13 

 
11.7.45 Tp Camp 020 with reference to Luggage arrived at Kiel of persons now at 
Camp 020 (Filed 22.7.45) 
(AOB, please remember: that Pheiffer once was onboard the Swedish ss. Drottinholm from 
Istambul (Istanbul) at least to Lisbon. Therefore, it is not unlikely, that his at least luggage 
was first unloaded in a Swedish port, and from there it arrived in Kiel harbour. Whether 
Pheiffer first landed in Germany or was, convinced to go to England, we don’t know yet)  
KV 2/267-1, page 13 

 
20.7.45 To Camp 020 with reference to information re Pheiffer given by Wichmann. 
(filled on 22.7.45)(AOB, Herbert Wichmann for most of the time was Leiter Ast Hamburg 
(Ast-X)) 
KV 2/267-1, page 17 

 
9.10.45 From Camp 020 re Pheiffer’s return to B.A.O.R. & details of property 
(AOB, B.A.O.R. once stood for: British Army of the Rhine. We may thus consider that he 
went at least back to Germany, whether as a free individual we not yet know. Very hampering 
about Pheiffer is, that we cannot find relevant information on his, such on Wikipedia. Always 
making Google search more or less worthless, when there exist information on better known 
persons; which apparently is the case with Fregt.-Kapt. Erich Pheiffer) 
KV 2/267-1, page 18 

 
17.1.46 Copy of letter from No. 5, Civilian Internement camp, Truppen-Übungsplatz to 

Camp 020. 
28.1.46 To No. 5, Civilian Int. Camp, Truppen-Übungsplatz, re Meossner (AOB, 
Moessner?)  
 
 

↓ 

 



KV 2/267-1, page 18 

 
7.2.46 from S.I.S. (AOB, British, Secret Intelligence Service)  (ref 

CX/12799/592/V.D.5.) re Pheiffer and his despatch of agents to U.K. 
KV 2/267-1, page 21 

 
Erich Pheiffer and his mistress Hilde Gersdorf  

 

 
Freg.-Kapt. Erich Pheiffer 

 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 

 



KV 2/267-1, page 23 

 
Extract for file: PF 46060   Name Pheiffer 
Original in file 413848   Serial 24a Receipt Date:  27.6.46 
.. 
Extracted 6.8.46    by M.H. Section R4 

Extract from S.I,S. Letter re two Poles, Cywinski and Stonimski mentioning Pheiffer 
 
 …. It also, appears that the “Emigrant” had been given a pass by the Germans, but I find it 
hard to believe that Pheiffer could have known of the existence of the Boat, let alone its 
proposed sailing times, when Lomenech had only just bought it and his whole plan had been 
upset anyway. 
  You will notice in the 032 report on Pheiffer that he denies any knowledge of 
agents having been placed on board the “Emigrant” and if the two Poles had knowingly 
planted on the Barbarin sisters, it would appear that the Germans were already aware of 
Lomenech’s activities – a state of affairs which I cannot accept … 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 24 

 
Extract for File: PF. 46969   Name Pheiffer 
Original in File No.  413848  Serial. 21a  receipt Date: 29.5.46 
Original from   Interrogation Note Under ref. None Dated:  29.5.46 
Extracted on:  6.8.46   by M.H.  Section R4 

Cross reference to note on Interrogation of Miroslaw 
Somimski at Room 055 on 16

th
 May 1946. 

- - -  
From the report made by Pheiffer, it is obvious that he was aware that “L’Emigrant” was 
destinated for Britain.  He facilitated the departure of Somimski so that he (Pheiffer) could 
‘find out the traffic route used by the Gaullists to England and vice versa’.  Pheiffer knew 
the place of embarkation and he must have known that there were escapes on the boat.  It 
seems strange therefore that he did not get the information that he required by laying 
hands on the owner of the boat.  In any case the information would have been no use to 
him.  
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 27 

 
 



032/Case No. 0374/Pheiffer 
Preamble. 
1The following paras deal with the matter brought up in the M.I.5 brief, and the brief from 
Case work GSI, 1 Corps only,. (AOB, this might have been an American file) 
 
2 The story of the “Emigrant”,  as told by Grosse, is substantially true and agrees with the 
explanation given by Subject (AOB, = Pheiffer), which is as follows: 
 
3 Pheiffer was informed by the Zollamt (AOB, Costums Service) that one of their men had 
discovered the sailing date of the Emigrant.  This Subject in his turn reported to his chief 
Obstlt. Dernbach, Ast-Leiter of Angers, and was ordered by him to deal with the matter 
himself.  Subject asked Zollamt for further information, and was told that the man who had 
discovered the details about the Emigrant was one of their V-men Trevillion, then stationed in 
Camaret. 
 
4 Subject ordered a member of the Meldekopf Brest of III-F of Ast Angers, a certain Uffz. 
Sofu. (AOB, Sdf.?) Kraus (@ Grosse) to contact this Trevillion and to find out more specific 
details.  This was done, and when the exact date of departure was known, Subject was warned 
by Kraus.  Pheiffer then ordered Zollamt not to search this vessel, but to allow it to leave as it 
was.  At the same time he requested the Kmdt (AOB, Kommandant) of the Hafenflotille of 
Brest not to worry this vessel, but merely to follow it and find out in what precise  direction it 
would be going, and to report this to him.  
 
5 The purpose of all this was, according to Subject, to find out the traffic route used by the De 
Gaullists from France to England, and vice versa.  Subject stated that it had come to their 
notice that such a traffic indeed existed, and that it was his work to see that it was ultimately 
broken up, and the route closed for good. 
 
6 The first phase then was to find out the exact route, the second to infiltrate agents of III-F 
into the organisation, to learn details about its leaders and members, and the final phase would 
be the arrest the lot if they showed up in France.  Subject, however, categorically stated that at 
the time of the departure of the Emigrant the time of the second phase had not yet been 
arrived, and that he had not yet had recourse to agents.  On no account was he interested in 
actual espionage in England, as he was a member of III and not of Eins Abwehr, (AOB, = 
Abw. I, III was engaged to counter-espionage). 
 
7 He denies any knowledge of agents of German origin having been placed on board the 
Emigrant, and states further that he never made use of Poles throughout all his activities as an 
Abwehr man.  The story as related above was likewise born out of Eitel, Karl, a former Haupt 
V-Mann (AOB, Eitel once belonged to Nest Bremen) of Subject.  He too, however, denies 
any knowledge whatsoever of agents having been placed on board the ship. 
 
8 With regard to Kraus, both stated that this man never was an interpreter but merely a V-
Mann, though in his work he had to pose as an interpreter. 
 
5  April   46. 
032 Civil Interrogation Camp, (AOB, in Germany) 
1 Corp District 
B.A.O.R.        Sjt. 
        M.C? Chambers 
        14218721 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 38 

 
 



Kirpfel. 
 Dr. Harold Kirpfel was a civilian employee in Gruppe Vi C of Mat VI (AOB, thus 
RSHA’s Mil Amt since the 20

th
 July Plot) in which capacity he specialised in Far Eastern 

matters.  The preliminary reports indicate that Kirpfel has extensive knowledge, not only on 
German activities in collaboration with and against the Japanese, but also of Japanese 
espionage in Europe.  
 No report yet been received from Camp 020, but the interrogator states that Kirfel is 
fully cooperative, and his report is likely to contain much valuable information on the above 
mentioned subjects. 
 
Pheiffer. 
 Feg.-Kapt. Dr. Erich Pheiffer’s Abwehr career began in 1933 with his recruiting by 
Kapt.Lt. von Hohnhorst, who asked him to a form of a “Customs Security Service” (Vgadk), 
along the coastal area controlled by the North See command.   Pheiffer next founded Ast 
Wilhelmshaven (AOB, most unlikely, more likely is: Nest Wilhelmshaven and turned his 
attention to the establishment of an intelligence network in the Low Countries and later in the 
United States.  
 
 In 1934 he recruited the notorious Karl Schlueter, steward on the Nord Deutsche liner 
“Europa” whose contacts in the United States later received world wide publicity after the 
exposure of the :”Jessie Jordan’ case.  In the same year Pheiffer enlisted the services of Karl 
Eitel.  
 
 In the Spring of 1935 Canaris, inspecting Wilhelmshaven and highly commending 
Pheiffer, suggested that the latter’s scope was limited in the closed naval area of 
Wilhelmshaven, and ordered him to establish a Stelle Bremen (AOB, known also as Nest 
Bremen, since; also carrying code-name “Bucht”)  where he could concentrate on the 
collection of world wide shipping intelligence. 
 
 Pheiffer has told in detail the stories of Vent and Aubert in France and Günter Rumich 
and his confederations in the United States.  In the latter connection, his comments on 
Turrou’s book  “The Nazi Spy. Conspiracy in America” in Appendix III are of interest. 
 
 In 1939 came the first opportunity of regaining a footing in the United States with 
Simon Koedel’s  offer of Services to the G.I.S. (AOB, German Intelligence Services) which 
Pheiffer was prompt in accepting. 
 
 The expansion of Nest Bremen on the outbreak of war and the immediate exploitation 
of Dr. Bensmann’s contacts in the oil industry in Europe and America, which showed 
Pheiffer’s  efficiency and enterprise, were followed in May 1940 by the formation of 
Marineeinsatzkommando to accompany the German invasion forces on their advance to the 
West.  Passing through Holland and Belgium and carrying out operations more or less 
equivalent to those of an Allied T-force,  the Kommando reached Brest in June 1940 and was 
transformed into a static Nest in July, Pheiffer acting as Leiter, Sokolowski as Deputy Leiter 
and head of a Gruppe III action (AOB, counter espionage).  Of his activities while in Brest, 
Pheiffer has told little which was not already known to us, but his confirmation of 
Wichmann’s account of “Operation See-Loewe (Seelöwe)” is not without interest (p.50 and 
Appendix V?) 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 40 

 
 In March 1943 Pheiffer was transferred to Alst Paris as Leiter Gruppe III on 
succession to Meissner, being replaced in Brest by Freg.-Kapt. Stobbes.  Pheiffer was ill at 
case in this capacity and seems never to have obtained a real grasp of the situation. He 
followed the Bedaux/Ledebur case closely a real grasp of the situation.  He followed the 
Bedaux/Ledebur case closely and was concerned in the plans for cooperation between the 
Deuxieme Bureau and the Abwehr in North Africa. Pheiffer discusses at length the unpleasant 
encroachment of the S.D. on Abwehr III-F (AOB, = counter-espionage) spheres which was 
taking place at the time.  In March 1943 he was transferred to Berlin and to his enjoy was 
promoted Leiter I M. as successor to Menzel.  Pheiffer soon found himself once more able to 



use initiative and experience and gave much attention to the technical side of naval 
intelligence which he considered to have been neglected in the past. To repair this defect he 
created a new sub-section – I-M/T – under Hptm. Kaempf (Kämpf) and instructed all I-M 
personnel to give special attention to this subject.  Pheiffer comments that Fidrmuc was one of 
the best sources for technical reports. 
 
 He describes interesting conversation with K.O. Madrid and Lisbon officers during a 
visit to the Peninsula in May 1943.  At the end of June 1943 he and Schueler flew to Instanbul 
(Istambul) and thence to Sofia and Kavalla to review the I-M situation in the East 
Mediterranean.  After September 1943 when he was appointed Ia and deputy to Hansen (Chef 
Abteilung I), - Pheiffer found himself overwhelmed with work.  In November he was 
instructed to initiate enquiries into the events leading up to the arrest in Trinidad of Osmar 
Hellmuth, agent of Harnisch in Buenos Aires, blame for which was fathered by the S.D.   on 
the Abwehr.  In the next month he was sent by Hansen to inspect the work of Leverkuehn in 
Istanbul (Istambul).  Concurrently he was endeavouring to resist instance by the Foreign 
Office that the staff of K.O.Spain should be drastically cut down. (AOB, resulting later in 
throwing out of the premises of the Embassy; into a business office but lacking Diplomatic 
Status. According Fidrmuc (Ostro) this was later re-established again) Pheiffer tells me of the 
developments following Canaris’ downfall (AOB, on 12 February 1944) and of Ledebur’s 
activities at this time.  Finally describes the events attendant upon the transfer to the post of 
Leiter K.O. Turkey (AOB, it was actually known as KONO or sometimes written KO NO) 
and the state of affairs which obtained there after his transfer. 
 
 The severance of diplomatic relations between Germany and Turkey in August 1944 
resulted in Pheiffer internment (AOB, mainly being caused by British diplomatic pressure) 
which continued until his deportation in the Swedish S.S. “Drottingholm” in April 1945. 
(AOB, They landed just in early May 1945 in Lisbon, what their further fate was I don’t know 
in details) 
 
 Of the lengthy Appendices to Pheiffer’s report, Appendix II, describing the origins of 
the Abwehr is of historic interest, as is Appendix Vim which supplements Wichmann’s 
(AOB, former Leiter Ast-X (Hamburg)) account of the plans to establish Abwehr units in 
Great Britain.  In Appendix XIII Pheiffer gives a factual account of the Abwehr’s rates of pay, 
and Appendix XIV tells of the Abwehr’s budget. 
 
B.1.W. 
29.10.45      M.N. Forrest. 
 
KV 2/267-1, page 49 

 
…. ; and it was to this end that he was diverted, on his enforced return to Germany via 
Portugal after the end of the war, (AOB, from there) to Camp 020, where he arrived on 26 
May 1945. (AOB, voilà now we know: that Pheiffer first has returned the Germany and from 
there he was conveyed to Camp 020, this has to be corrected, as we later will learn that he 
was taken from ss Drottingholm on 26

th
 May 1945 in a British port, where the ship was 

stopped for inspection)  
 
 
 



 
 
KV 2/267-1, page 51 

  
 Before the coming of of Hitler and the dissolution of the parties in Germany, Pheiffer, 
in the nature of his employment, was politically active as a member of the National-Liberal 
“Deutsche Volkspartei”;  he was on the provincial board of the Part(y), and was a candidate 
tor both Reichstag and Landtag. 
 With the eruption of the Nazi movement first his political and later professional 
activities were severely curtailed.  His position as a union manager was not yet untenable, 
however, when, in 1932 he was mobilised for a brief refresher course with the navy, (now the 
Kriegsmarine), reporting to the cruiser “Emden”.  Here he became friendly with the 
navigation officer Kapt. (later Admiral) Thiele, who commended his keenness.  In 1933 the 
new regime ordered naval manoeuvres, and Pheiffer was again mobilised, with orders to 
report on board the cruiser “Leipzig”  at Wilhelmshaven.   

 
 On reporting the following day at naval HQ,  Pheiffer was received by Kapitän-
Leutnant von Hohnhorst, who enquired whether Pheiffer would be interested in rejoining the 
navy as a regular officer.  Pheiffer enquired under what conditions he would be employed, for 
he was at present in good civilian employment.  Von Hohnhorst replied that he would of 
course, return to the Navy with a Regular commission; he would not, at first wear  uniform; 
for the rest,  the job in mind for him was highly secret.  Pheiffer enquired what his duties 



might be, but was told that these details could not be given him until he had been readmitted 
to Regular Navy had taken the oath. 
 Pheiffer explained that he wished to have time to think over the proposition, and that, 
anyway, he was anxious to take part in the naval exercise which were about to begin;  and the 
other agreed that he be given the opportunity to consider the suggestion. 
 
 At the end of exercises, which lasted three weeks, the “Emden” returned to 
Wilhelmshaven.  There Pheiffer found waiting for him an order from the naval Command that 
he report immediately to Kapt. Fleischer at the Reichswehr-Ministerium in the 
Tirpitzuferstrasse, Berlin.    
 

 
 There are two sons of marriage: Dietmar Pheiffer, age 21, latterly Naval Cadet 
(Fähnrich-zur-See); and Manfred Pheiffer, aged 18, cadet of the Marineartillerie. 
 
Later Kaptain-zur-See Von Hohnhorst. 
 
It was only about a year later, when he had got to know him better, that Pheiffer learned from 
Von Hohnhorst how this first contact with the Abwehr – in Von Hohnhorst’s person – had 
come about: Kpt. Thiele was at this time P. Eins (Officer Ic Personell) at the Wilhelmshaven 
station;  Vin Hohnhorst had asked him to suggest a suitable person for special duties;  and 
Thiele had recommended Pheiffer merely as “a keen and intelligence type”.  
KV 2/267-1, page 52 

 
 From the paymaster Pheiffer learned, to his disappointment, that he would be 
receiving the lowest rate of pay in his rank, amounting roughly to only one-half of his current 
civilian income.  The pay would amount to about 484 RM monthly, with 30 RM, allowance 
for his wife and family; and this was subject to income tax, which would reduce his pay by 
between eight and nine pre cent. 



 
Pheiffer summoned his wife to Berlin and talked things over with her.  He reminded her that 
the (Party to which he belonged), was already creating difficulties for him in his occupation as 
a union manager;  he could not see that the position would improved … On the other hand;  
the naval appointment represented a considerable financial sacrifice, much as he would like to 
rejoin the service.  Frau Pheiffer understood the financial loss, but urged her husband, “who 
would never be happy until returned to the Navy,” to follow his inclination. 

 
 Pheiffer returned to Altenkrichen with his wife, resigned his managerial post and 
prepared for his new future.  His private income had ceased;  his savings were not large; but 
he was happy at the prospect of resuming a Naval career. 
 
 On the appointed day he reported at Wilhelmshaven – where he found lodging for 
himself and his wife in the Prinz Wilhelmstrasse – as was well received by von Hohnhorst.  In 
the presence of a civilian employees of the latter, Stobbe, Pheiffer was given an official 
handbook to read on security on personnel, documents, material and establishments, later this 
day he was introduced to Admiral Schultze, C-in-C, North sea Command, the latter’s A Eins 
(AOB, I), Kapt. (later Admiral) Dönitz, and the other members of the staff.    
KV 2/267-1, page 53 

 
 Pheiffer found that the existing Customs services were wholly inadequate for the new 
task and drew up a plan showing the numbers which would be necessary to carry out the 
duties now demanded of it. There appeared also to be lamentable ignorance in the existing 
service of the very coastline which was to be protected;  he had to make several surveying 
trips by sea and enquiries on land on land from such authorities as local smugglers to establish 
the points suitable for clandestine landings, as also others of vital interest from a security 
point of view.  He made a number of short trips in a coastguard cutter (AOB, Kutter)  to 



survey the coastline and outline the islands.  He never wore uniform on these ventures, but it 
was known but it was known by those who were detailed to assist that he was engaged in 
“most secret work”;  a blue “Truppenausweis” with which he had been supplied asking all 
in authority to give him their fullest co-operation and every facility, reinforced his personal 
position. 
 
KV 2/267-1, page 54 

 
 In the meantime, in about May 1934, von Hohnhorst summoned Pheiffer and told him 
that in view of the excellent development of the VGADK scheme, which now called only for 
remote supervision, he would have time at his disposal to consider a new departure: the 
establishment of a Nachrichtendienst, information service.  The office –Ast Wilhelmshaven 
(AOB, might actually have been once called Nest (Nebenstelle) instead of Ast; which always 
constituted a head centre) – had been allotted Belgium and Holland as its sphere of influence, 
if not of activity, for strict orders had been given that no work must be undertaken against 
these countries: “As Wilhelmshaven had no other countries on which to work, the allocation 
was somewhat illusory.” 

 
 Von Hohnhorst, an old lieutenant of the Abwehr/Abteilung of the Reichswehr-
Ministerium, laid down the general principles and spoke only in the vaguest terms.  The plan 
at present, he said, was to have a few Stützpunkte in Holland and Belgium: one or two 
informants, and here and there a cover address for future use.  Pheiffer, he imagined, would 
know “how to win over an occasional agent”,  if he needed money for the purpose, he would 
ask for it in each instance.  But although his own responsibility was to increase, Pheiffer 
himself would not get an increase in pay. .. 

 
 His chief then told him that he would launch him on his new work by sending him off 
to Belgium and Holland to call on some of his (von Hohnhorst’s) own contacts in those 
countries;  perhaps Pheiffer could establish others?  He gave him a short list of names and 



addresses of individuals living in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Antwerp, Brussels, and 
Venlo:  he was to introduce himself to the persons concerned – all of them former German 
officers who were personally known to von Hohnhorst – as a friend.  

 

 
In the Hague, a German who had lived for some years in the Dutch colonies and was now 
resident at Pricess (Prinses) Julianalaan 235 or 245, in the suburb of Voorburg; and a certain 
Blum, former manager of the local Ingenieurskantoor (AOB, Ingenieursbureau?)  voor 
scheepsbouw; 

 
Co-operating with Fleischer at this time in the Tirpitzuferstrasse (AOB, I my perception, it is 
not unlikely that this location was known as: “Tirpitzufer”, because it bordered a canal) was 
an old retired colonel (Obst.), found of good cigars, who had formerly been employed under 
Nikolai, head of the German Secret Services in 1914-18;  he had his own office and was 
charged (Pheiffer learned later) with preparing “blue-prints” for the establishment and 
expansion of the Abwehr in the event of war. 
KV 2/267-1, page 55 

 
In Rotterdam he called on Dyckerhoff, a German merchant with offices in the Atlantikhaus (? 
Atlantishaus), who had been indicated to him by von Hohnhorst;  Dyckerhoff was manager of 
the local branch of the Damco concern, and it was arranged that one of his employees, 
Ludwig (or Louis) Jakob Fischer, should act as a postbox; and in Rotterdam also Pheiffer 
established a cover address at the newspaper kiosk in the Plein – vendor’s name had been 
supplied by von Hohnhorst. (AOB, in the Dutch telephonebook of 1937, Dyckerhoff wasn’t 
found, but the Damco N.V. Scheepvaartmij (Maatschappij); but in those days not everybody 
possessed a private telephone connection. What also should be considered, he could have 
lived outside of Rotterdam) 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 55 

 
 Pheiffer referred the matter to Berlin (AOB, the reason was, that he was pointed at 
someone engaged at the German Passenger ship “Europa” who was a fanatic Nazi, name 
Schlütter) and received an encouraging reply;  it was interested, however, that the only 
subjects of any immediate interest, so far as America sources were concerned, were technical 
matters connected with the Navy and Air Force.  It was not a question of direct espionage 
against the United States, with which Germany had no foreseeable quarrel;  but Germany was 
vitally interested in obtaining all manner of technical information which would allow her to 
catch up with new developments, since she had been compelled by disarmament and control 
to lag behind other nations in technical progress.  
KV 2/267-1, page 57 

 
 At this time Pheiffer began to draw for his expenses some 1,000 RM monthly, but 
both Eitel (AOB, see KV 2/382 – 385, he was a Nest Bremen man) and Schlütter agreed to 
work solely against reimbursement of their out-of-pocket expenses (Eitel often went so far as 
to refuse and repayment, but claimed to work only for the Fatherland).  

 
 At this time Pheiffer was not himself being pressed for results, and he was therefore 
intent on building up an intelligence organisation without haste.  Abt. I (AOB, concerned with 
espionage, whereas Abt. III concerned counter-espionage) was at this stage in the 
development of the Abwehr completely overshadowed by Abt. III, and this was soon so 
impressed on Ast Wilhelmshaven by the appointment of a new officer to take charge of III 
work.  He was Sokolowski, a retired naval officer, who had become a farmer and was recalled 
for service in March 1934 as a Kapitän-Leutnant. (AOB, please bear in mind: that U-boat 
commanders often wore an equal ranking) 
 
 

↓ 

 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 58 

 
 During this time Pheiffer was seeking ways and means of creating an intelligence 
network both for Europe and overseas.  One of the Aussenhandelstelle, where all business 
travellers going overseas were registered.  At first he contented himself with “casual” 
interviews with returning businessmen, but soon an opportunity offered itself for direct 
employment of an agent.  

 
On two or three occasions Pheiffer visited Abwehr HQ in Berlin as representative of Ast 
Wilhelmshaven; on these occasions he met Fleischer’s assistants: Niebuhr (AOB, according 
to his KV 2/3301 file, he for the time being, was stationed in Buenos Aires), second in 
command, later to become Naval Attaché in Buenos Aires (when he was succeeded by 
Menzel);  Udo von Bonin and a fourth I-M officer.  
KV 2/267-1, page 59 

 
 Pheiffer subsequently received a letter from the Bremer’s English friend, offering him 
to continue “to good work”;  he had found it very difficult to work with the young German … 
Pheiffer suspected at once that the Englishman might be controlled by the British Intelligence 
Service.  He consulted Stobbe who was inclined to think that the man and ignored him from 
then on.  The affair of the Bremer and Englishman did not redound to his credit with his 
chiefs, who described it as “an expensive bit of nonsense”;  but it helped to temper his future 
technique: his appraisal of potential agents henceforth was more thorough and cautious.  

 
 His radius of action was now expanding.  Since Wilhelmshaven was a “closed 
fortress”- a fact which limited his scope there – Pheiffer began to operate more actively in the 
Bremen area. … 
 

↓ 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 60 

 
 Pheiffer had no need to pay these new informants;  all undertook to cooperate “as 
good and loyal Germans”.  Occasionally, however, and especially at such times as Xmas, he 
would give them presents in the shape of binoculars, sextants; ships’ chronometers, and the 
like. 

 
 Shortly after receiving these instructions, Eitel established his contact:  Juan Frutism a 
Gallicised Spaniard who was employed by the local NDL (AOB, = Norddeutsche Lloyd) 
agency and boarding the “Bremen” on her every call, escorting passengers aboard and 
otherwise busying himself.  In the course of a brief first conversation, Eitel learned that Frutos 
was well disposed towards the Germans: he boasted that during the 1914-18 war he had been 
active on the north coast of Spain helping in refuelling German U-Boats;  he spoke 
convincingly, and Eitel was suitably impressed.   
 From the description given by Eitel and “the instinct of an intelligence officer”,  
Pheiffer decided that Frutos, who was meeting Eitel’s request for material with satisfactory 
promptitude, might be probably recruited as an agent,  He wrote a letter to Frutos and handed 
it to Eitel for delivery;  it expressed in discreet terms appreciation of his past services and 
hopes that he might be even more useful in the future;  the writer would be willing to pay for 
any interesting information on results of his enterprise. 
 Frutos seized on the offer and wrote back to Pheiffer via Eitel agreeing to undertake 
the work;  he suggested, in his very first letter, that he might adopt the covername of “John 
Eikins”.  At first Pheiffer had offered to pay Frutos his expenses only;  but now, according to 
the value of the information supplied, he was to be given from time to time sums varying 
between $ 20 and $ 25. 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 61 

 
 In march/April 1935 Kapt-z-S. Canaris (later Admiral) who had recently become head 
of the Abwehr in succession of Kapt.-z-S. Patzig, arrived in Wilhelmshaven on a voyage of 
inspection.  He expressed his satisfaction with the work of the situation, and commended 
especially Pheiffer, but suggested that Wilhelmshaven, as closed naval area, was hardly suited 
to the development of active intelligence work.  He ordered that a plan for establishment of an 
out-station at Bremen be worked out and submitted to him (AOB, Pheiffer, to go to, or 
establish Nest Bremen) 
 Von Hohnhorst, to whom he addressed himself, opposed the idea;  he whished to 
centralise all activities in Wilhelmshaven itself, and if necessary he could provide Pheiffer 
with transport to visit Bremen regularly for his intelligence work.  Canaris was adamant, 
however. And coldly told von Hohnhorst that since he was not in agreement with the plan, it 
would be entrusted to Pheiffer, the latter must be ready to move out of Wilhelmshaven to a 
new office in Bremen by 1 October 1935.  In the meantime he was drawn up and submit a 
fully detailed plan, giving the required establishment and policy to be adopted. 
KV 2/267-1, page 62 

 
 At the same time he began to draw up his blueprint for Nest Bremen.  He decided that 
this new Stelle should concentrate on shipping intelligence and obtain the fullest information 
on local and world-wide industrial traffic by sea.  He would require as assistants one shipping 
expert, two typists and a driver.  (The plan when submitted, was accepted by Canaris, 
although the proposed establishment was cut down by one typist.) 

 
 On 1 October 1935 Nest Bremen opened its offices in the Kriegsmarine Dienststelle 
building, where it would be easy to refer to all files and examine records of personnel of the 
merchant Navy, etc. and where, also, there were close links with the two Referents of the 



KM-Dienststelle (AOB, KM = Kriegsmarine)  concerned, though the latter were offered no 
access to Pheiffer’s own records or encouraged  to show interest in his activities. 
KV 2/267-63 

 
 The Nest staff in those first days consisted of Pheiffer, an Leiter and expert on Naval 
matters;  Bendixen, to operate the merchant shipping espionage system;  Vilma Gairung, a 
secretary working with Pheiffer at Wilhelmshaven since 1934, and Huneken (Hüneken), a 
civilian driver recruited through the ADC of the Chief of the Wehrersatzinspektion.  
KV 2/267-1, page 64 

 
 In the course of the same year cam a windfall for Pheiffer.  A French Naval officer, 
Marc Aubert, had offered his services as an agent to the German Naval Attaché in Paris.  The 
latter had sent the offer to Berlin, where it was passed to Abwehr, and reached the new I-M 
chief, Kapt.z.S. Michels, successor of Fleischer who had returned to Naval service proper… 
The I-M Chief communicated at once with Aubert by letter and expressed interest in his 
proposition, suggesting that he send some token of interest.  By return of post almost, there 
arrived at the cover address chosen by Michels an envelope mailed from Brest by ordinary 
course of post: it contained copies of the current French Navy codes,  and there was a 
covering letter from Aubert himself. 
 Berlin suspected a hoax or trap; but when coding system was tested on intercepted 
French signals, it was found to be genuine enough, Michels at once communicated with 
Pheiffer and gave him orders to run “this very potential agent.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-1, page 64 + 65 

 

 
Pheiffer wrote to Aubert expressing his appreciation of the excellent material and 

inviting “further interesting correspondence”, to be sent to one of the cover addresses in 
Holland,  This letter, written en clair French, he signed either “Ederhof or Doctor”, both 
covernames which he was now using.  He advised Aubert that he would appreciate “anything 
usefull”;  payment would be sent to him via Holland.  
 Aubert replied that he was taking an examination in Brest and that he would certainly 
communicate anything of value. He signed this and subsequent letters to Pheiffer either 
“Aubert”, “A”, or with some other cover designation. 

In the summer Aubert wrote to Pheiffer advising him that he would be coming to 
Antwerp very soon with “something important”. A rendezvous was arranged at the Hotel 
Century;  Aubert was to identify himself by appearing in the hall at a certain time on a certain 
date; he was to limp heavily. 

Pheiffer travelled to Antwerp and waited at the hotel for some time beyond the 
appointed hour.  Eventually he spoke to the porter, who phoned one of the rooms and assured 
him that Aubert was in and would be down in twenty minutes.  When he still did not appear 
Pheiffer became increasingly nervous, but after several more minutes he passed the lift came 
down and a man in French Naval uniform appeared.  He spoke the porter, Pheiffer was 
pointed out to him, and he walked over to introduce himself. 

 
 Pheiffer “thought that it was all over”,  that this latest indiscretion was unpardonable.  
He severely rated Aubert for his tactlessness, then ordered Aubert to return to his room while  



he went out to things over. 
KV 2/267-1, page 65 continuing 

 
 After careful consideration Pheiffer, who was weighted up the possibilities of a trap 
while walking round the block, decided to take “pot luck”.  He advised Aubert, through the 
hall porter (AOB, Portier) that he would come up to his room that afternoon. 
 On arriving there later, he was shocked to see a woman with Aubert, who introduced 
her as his wife (“She was a type of wife to whom the French refer between quotes”). 
 But he was to have more severe, if more pleasant shock.  Indicating several suitcases, 
Aubert proclaimed that they were filled with very important secret documents stolen from the 
Brest training establishment; and the were. (When papers were weighted later in Berlin they 
turned the scales at 95 lb!) (AOB, about 43 kg) 
 Pheiffer had a quick look at the material and saw at a glance that it was indeed a 
valuable haul; indicating to full details of French Navy vessels;  with blueprints and oter 
documents of incalculable worth,  there were papers describing the latest type of remote-
control mines and torpedoes elaborated by the French;  of which the Germans had neither 
knowledge nor suspicion. 
   



 Pheiffer told Aubert that he had another appointment in Holland and had to return to 
Germany via that country;  he could not, therefore, take the papers with him.  He settled the 
questing of payment at once, agreeing to Aubert’s demand of the equivalent in franks of 500 
RM. Monthly since the franc was at the time depreciating rapidly,  He added also that Aubert 
would undoubtedly receive a good bonus for his latest material.  
 Pheiffer told Aubert that after visiting his friend in Holland, he Pheiffer “would have 
to join  his ship on fleet exercises in Norwegian waters”, which had the virtue of being a fact;  
Aubert was to extend his stay in Antwerp and await a call by a contact who would take over 
the documents for deliver to Germany.  Pheiffer gave him some money to cover the hotel 
expenses, the purchase of civilian clothes (“a most urgent matter”)  and cost of a suitcase for 
the transfer of the papers to Germany. 
KV 2/267-1, page 65 + 66  

 

 
 From Holland Pfeiffer at once contacted the Nest Office at Bremen and gave 
instructions that an officer leave at once for Antwerp to take over the documents from Aubert.  
Bendixen sent down an officer who had recently been attached to Pheiffer for a year’s course. 
Kapt.Leut Unterberg.  The latter travelled overland, collected the prize from Aubert and took 
a German ship from Antwerp for Hamburg, for there was no outgoing customs examination at 
the Belgium port.  On arrival in Hamburg Unterberg was promptly detained by the German 
Customs authorities, “for carrying documents of suspicious nature!” 
 Urgent telephone messages were exchanged between Bremen and Hamburg and 
eventually Pheiffer, now returned to his offices, instructed Ast Hamburg to send a 
representative to Unterberg’s place of detention. Identify him as an Abwehr officer, effect his 
release, and dispatch him post haste to Bremen. 
 On his subsequent arrival, Pheiffer carefully examined the material, classified it, and 
forwarded it to Berlin piecemeal with brief covering reports:  “Compliments were certainly 
flung around for his excellent coup!” And Aubert, of whom more was to be heard later, got 
his bonus (“Money was his sole motive; he was a born traitor”) 

 
 
 

 



KV 2/267-2, page 1 

 
 Pheiffer felt that Britain, with he close passport and travellers control, would offer few 
such opportunities insofar as the landbound agent was concerned.  He was getting eminently 
satisfactory results from Bendixen’s shipping system for his favourite naval dossiers and it 
was always understood that Ast Hamburg would, with its speciality in Eins Heer (I-H) work, 
undertake intelligence against the UK.  
KV 2/267-2, page 2 

 
 Pheiffer interrogated those technicians who had already been to Russia and such 
diagrams and illustrations as were available were duly photographed and reports prepared.  
Engineers who would be leaving for Russia shortly were also contacted and asked to keep 
their eyes and ears open, but were warned “not to do anything illegal in Russia.” In this way 
several very interesting reports were obtained until Pheiffer was informed by his own 
subordinates, that their new section of Abt. I (AOB, dealing with espionage generally) Group 

(Gruppe) I Wi (AOB, Wirtschaft ≈ Economics), had been formed to deal precisely with such 

matters, so that he was now trespassing on their province.  
KV 2/267-2, page 3 

 
 Not all their efforts were directed towards the collection of purely documentary 
material;  often the men were briefed on particular points of immediate interest to the German 
Navy.  Among these was the question of the disposition of anti-aircraft guns on British 
warships:  AA guns had been permitted and their position was a simple matter; but when they 
came to build the pocket battleships and drew up plans for the “Scharnhorst” and 
“Gneisenau”,  the placement of AA defences in strength raised some complex questions.  The 
Kriegsmarine wished to know how the British solved the problem of arranging a maximum 
field of fire;  and photographs of British ships brought by Bendixen’s men supplied the 
information.  



KV 2/2667-2, page 4 

 
 The Nest Bremen, originally a dependency of Ast Wilhelmshaven, had now been 
transferred, for purposes of discipline, posting of personnel and transport, to the jurisdiction 
of Hamburg (AOB, Ast-X); in regard to pay, promotions, etc., dealing were direct with 
Berlin; and on the intelligence side, Pheiffer continued to enjoy full independence.  

 
 The turn of the year had seen a considerable expansion in the personnel of Nest 
Bremen, necessitated by the assignment of “work against England.” Unterberg, hitherto Eins 
Marine (I M) Referent had been transferred to Köln (Cologne) and was replaced by Kapt.-Lt. 
Klaps, who was to run the agent Boch;  Hptm. Wenzlau (AOB, we have encountered him 
being Major Wenzlau, together with Karl-Heinz Kraemer (Krämer) in the KLATT-OSTRO-
JOSEPHINE cases; which played since late 1942 in Stockholm), with no previous Ast 
experience, was sent from Berlin as Eins Luft (I L);  from Ast Hannover came Major Anger, 
an older man who had already been working against France, as Eins Heer (I H);  and Hans 
Alter, hitherto, only a clerk, became IMI (AOB, ?),  after acting for a brief period as assistant 
of Bendixen. 
KV 2/267-2, page 11 

 
 The year 1938 ended for Pheiffer as calamitously as it had begun.  On New Year’s eve 
he learned that his “goldmine”,  Marc Aubert. Had at last become a grief.  Pheiffer’s 
realisation that he was being played a double agent had become too late to save a payment in 
advance on a promised new “special delivery”.  Pheiffer learned a part in the story from the 
Press, the rest he pieced together himself:  in the course of the long drawn Czech crisis a 
French censor had opened one of the letters containing a report mailed to one of the cover 
addresses,  apparently that of Mrs. Brandy in Dublin, who had herself lately been forwarding 
much material to Germany through the captain of the ss “Finckenau”.  
 
 

↓ 

 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


 
 On discovery of the letter, the French apparently substituted the contents in such a way 
as to draw Pheiffer into sending a reply uncover the identity of Aubert.  It was only after a 
second letter that Pheiffer realised that his agent had been detected and turned.  With him 
there fell also Harri Frahm, one of several sleeping car attendants on the Köln-Paris run who 
had served as Aubert’s couriers in such matters as the mailing to him from Paris of 
correspondence picked up in Germany and the transfer of money. 
 So upset was Pheiffer by Aubert’s arrest that he begged his wife to cancel a New Year 
party arranged at his home, complaining that he had “no heart for celebration when a man’s 
neck was at stake.” 

 
 There were no reproaches from Canaris on the loss of Aubert; Pheiffer was, in fact,  
complimented on his success in running him for over two years, “since no agent working 
inside the armed forces of any country could be expected to survive even that long.” 

 
It was, in fact, MI 5 which put the Deuxieme Bureau on the track of Aubert, just as it had 
warned the Americans of the activities of agents in the U.S.  Pheiffer’s believe that a French 
censor had “discovered” the agent is, therefore, erroneous. 
The fact that Unterberg occasionally ran Aubert case chores on his behalf may explain 
Pheiffer’s inability to recall a further address used by him:  “Johann Franzen, Dordrecht”.  
Unterberg had close personal ties in Holland, and Pheiffer believes that this particular address 
must have been found by him. 
(AOB, the ultimate US espionage debacle, have been left out of this selective summary) 
 
 

↓ 

 
 



KV 2/267-2, page 12 

 
 To all his staff and officers-learners temporarily attached to him for instruction,  
Pheiffer used to recommend a book, “Krieg und Industrie (or “Wirtschaft”)  - spionage, by 
Max Ronge, chief of the Austrian “Evidenz Büro” in the 1914-18 was, a straightforward story 
of espionage without embellishments”,  containing much valuable guidance on the conduct of 
“Eins-Dienst” and “Drei-Dienst”. (AOB, successively: espionage and counter-espionage).  It 
had influenced Pheiffer’s own approach to intelligence work. 
KV 2/267-2, page 13 

 
 The American debâcle had left Pheiffer without an agent in America.  The Nest was 
reduced to making a fresh start with new couriers buying magazines and newspapers in New 
York: Schlüter, in (AOB, on) the ss “Europa”, had been succeeded by a steward named 
Schultz; and in (AOB, on) the ss Bremen” a substitute had been found for Janichen. 

 
 His exposure in the cases of Vent and Aubert led Pheiffer to act with especial caution 
in his activities against France, where he now retained only “Becker”. Clayton and Frutos 
(AOB, the latter we have encountered already);  the Leissers he had lost with the transfer of 
Unterberg to Köln (Cologne), and on the latter’s posting elsewhere they had come under 
control of Pheiffer’s former trainee, Krumpholz. 
KV 2/267-2, page 16 

 
 Bischoff, in the meantime, had been down to Italy; at Milan he had left one of his 
business of conducting his firm’s transactions and intelligence work.  Bischoff, it had been 
decided, was to work from his office on the fourth floor of Wachtstrasse 27;  and two floors 
above him was installed the new Nest radio department under Schihrenbeck (AOB, 
Schirrenbeck?), a former Bremen radio enthusiast who had run an amateur W/T club and 
enlisted the aid of two of his friends, one of whom was called Onen (AOB, Ohnen?)  
 
 



KV 2/267-2, page 18 

 
 Pheiffer had himself failed to re-establish any useful contact with his former agents in 
France, but suddenly, out of the blue, came news of the old and trusted “Becker”.  His re-
entry into Pheiffer’s fold was as spectacular as his earlier service could have suggested.  A 
customs officer in Aachen phoned Pheiffer at Nest Bremen to convey the message that “Kurt 
is here and awaits instructions,” Pheiffer at once asked the Customs officer to supply 
“Becker” with a ticket to Bremen and funds to cover his expenses. 
 The agent arrived shortly afterwards and proudly announced that he was now “an 
agent of the Deuxieme Bureau with a mission in black and White”;  and he flourished a 
questionnaire with which he had been supplied,  He told Pheiffer that both he and his friend 
Clayton had been interned by the French on the outbreak of war.  After a time officers of the 
Deuxieme Bureau had come to the camp and both, he, as a “Jewish refugee from Germany, 
and Clayton, as an Austrian; had apparently been regarded as good material for potential 
agents working for the French.  He had been given a good training had been commanded for 
his “quickness in the uptake”.  While Clayton had not the courage to come to Germany – he 
was working for the Deuxieme Bureau only ‘pro forma’- he (“Becker”)  had accepted a 
mission across the border. They had sent him via Brussels – where the French representative 
was an employee of the Heydsekt champagne office – and here he was, with a forged Danish 
passport … 



 Pheiffer examined the passport, which was so badly done as to be “open to suspicion 
by a child” (AOB, ein Kind kann sehen ..) and required whether he had run into trouble at 
Aachen.  “Becker” disillusioned him, stating that he had been passed by frontier authorities 
and that he had then begged one of them to announce to “Dr. Ederhof” (AOB, one of 
Pheiffer’s aliases) in Bremen that his Kurt was back again. 
 The Nest-Leiter commended him on his enterprise and loyalty and together they 
prepared answers to the questionnaire, with which “Becker” duly returned to Paris. 
KV 2/267-2, page 21 

 
 The Kommando, temporarily attached to Heeresgruppe A or B at Düsseldorf, sallied  
forth from Köln (Cologne) at 5 a.m. on 14 May 1940, with orders to report to the Ic at 18

th
 

Army HQ in Tilburg and then to follow the troops into Rotterdam via Breda. 
 They reached Rotterdam late in the evening (AOB, the Town Centre then still 
destroyed in heavy fires storms destroying buildings and houses, also my mother’s home in 
the Korte Hoogstraat); the next day began the search for secret documents of the Dutch Navy.  
Almost immediately they found mine charts and maps they examined the “de-gaussing” 
apparatus fitted on ships caught in the port – hitherto a matter of no little curiosity to I M 
Berlin – tables of basic calculation employed in its fittings. 

 
 During his stay in Rotterdam, where he took up quarters in a RHINE STEAMER, 
Pheiffer received a visit from Admiral Canaris and Obst Piekenbrock, Chef I.  (AOB, please 
notice also: http://www.cdvandt.org/Canaris-KV-3-3-WT-transcripts-I-1940.pdf  first date on 
page 3 19.5.40) There had been no official reason for their call on him: they had merely been 
curious to see how he was getting on.  Canaris had also summoned him to a conference at the 
Hague to discuss the creation of Ast Holland (AOB, we might consider it took place on 19 
May 1940, see foregoing hyperlink) , but in order to allow the Kommando to keep pace with 
the swift advance of the Army, Conrad Anzinger and a driver had been attached to remain in 
the city, while Pheiffer and the rest pushed on, so that he was unable to attend (AOB, Canaris’ 
and Piekenbrock’s meeting on 19 May in the Hague) 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/Canaris-KV-3-3-WT-transcripts-I-1940.pdf


KV 2/267-2, page 21 continuing 

 
 On the capitulation of the garrison at Den Helder (AOB, likely also on 15

th
 May 

1940), Pheiffer took a section of the Kommando to seize any secret material which might 
have been kept there;  but everything of value had been destroyed and little else left behind.  
At some time another section had been despatched to Hook of Holland (Hoek van Holland), 
returning with some materials. 
 In the meantime the fighting continued around the Dutch coast, especially Walcheren 
(AOB, “Zeeland” Province, was kept out of the general Capitulation document, as French 
troops had entered this area).  Pheiffer led a section to this Island (AOB, actually it wasn’t a 
real island, as bridges linked it onto the Dutch mainland)  and marched with advanced 
elements of the Army into Middleburg and Flushing (AOB, Vlissingen) where some material 
was again found.  On their return they searched the naval station on the north of the island and 
captured “what appeared to be entire equipment, complete with secret documents”, at Texel 
(AOB, this island is north of Den Helder, the main Dutch Naval base) were large store of 
mines. 
 The Kommando now turned to follow the drive on Antwerp.  Krumpholz led a small 
detachment into the city on the day of its capture, but little important material was found 
there, though it included a few charts showing mined and free channels and convoy orders. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 On about May 24 the Kommando convoy, which had raced unharmed through the 
midst of the close armoured battles, reached Boulogne.  There a considerable amount of naval 
material was found, particularly in the old fort, at the docks, on the airfield, and also on a 
French destroyer (“Jaguar”?), which had run aground at Wimereux; almost all secret papers 
and equipment were captured when Pheiffer, Krumpholz and Conrad, scorning the ineffectual 
attempts of his land-bound GFP (AOB, Geheime Feldpolizei, more or less equally “Military 
Police”) assistances to run a launch, rowed themselves out of the ship in a dinghy in very 
rough water.  A particular valuable find was the liaison code between the French and British 
navies for the month of May and June:  this was immediately despatched to Köln by car and 
forwarded from there to Berlin.  

 
 Difficulties of communication by radio persisted, and Pheiffer decided to solve them 
in part by rebuilding a damaged British radio truck from near the beaches. Schuchmann 
worked hard in his shirtsleeves to repair the truck with spares taken from other damaged 
trucks of the same type until the new mobile transmitter was ready to join the convoy. 
KV 2/267-2, pages 22 + 23 

 

 
 In mid-June Pheiffer was ordered to proceed to Paris on the following day with a 
section of the Kommando to search the French Navy Ministry offices at the Château de 
Rambouillét.  When he arrived in the capital with Schuchmann and Grätsch, he found an 
order awaiting him to report to Admiral Canaris and Obst. Piekenbrock (AOB, the latter 
Leiter Abwehr I, in Berlin) at the Hotel Ritz.  There he was commanded for his excellent 
work to date and advised that he and Krumpholz had earned an Iron Cross apiece, with 
another to follow soon for Schuchmann. 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-2, page 24 

 
 The richest haul, however, came from the cellar of the Ecole Naval, where were found 
the files of the Prefecture Maritime and the Deuxieme Bureau (AOB, the French Secret 
Service).  On the operational side there were fully documented and illustrated files on all 
naval and coast-defence matters, technical and tactical; especially welcome was a fifteen-page 
report by a French Naval Commission which had been sent to Portsmouth or Plymouth to be 
initiated in the mysteries of the Asdic devices. 
 The Deuxieme Bureau papers covered both intelligence and counter-espionage.  In the 
first category were important files on the Spanish, Italian, German and British Navies, 
complete with photographs, with the first two most adequately covered.  Reports were 
available on many British Naval stations, including that at Bermuda, obtained, not from 
agents, but from the commanders of French cruisers which had touched at such ports. 
 On the counter-espionage side, there were details of the Deuxieme Bureau’s 
organisation and its activities, with details of agents employed, a register of persons suspected 
of having carried on espionage against France, and a list of suspects under direct observation. 
Among other papers was found a report on the case of Lydia Oswald and her connection with 
the former I M officer in Berlin Peter Wendt. 

 
 On about July 4 Pheiffer was summoned to the Hotel Lutetia (AOB, during the war the 
main HQ of the German Abwehr) in Paris for a discussion with Obst. Rudolph (AOB, later 
Alst Leiter Paris), Leiter Alst Paris, and Piekenbrock (AOB, Chef I, Berlin), who informed 
him that he was to remain in Brest for the time being, dissolve the Einsatzkommando, sending 
his GFP men to Paris and directing some of his officers to new posts, and prepare to establish 
an Abwehrstelle at Brest (AOB, Ast) specialising in I M work. 
 
 

↓ 



KV 2/267-2, page 25 

 
 In mid-July Pheiffer received a message telling him  his wife had been injured in an 
air-raid on Bremen and had lost the sight of an eye.  He obtained permission to return home at 
the earliest opportunity and left for Germany by car.  He remained only four or five days in 
Bremen, where he attended for the most part only to domestic matters, arranging 
accommodation for two sons and treatment for his wife in hospital, while at the Nest office he 
dealt only with minor administrative problems which had arisen in France. 
KV 2/267-2, page 26 

 
 Overshadowing all else at Nest Brest during these weeks was the prospect of the 
invasion of England, and Pheiffer expected, in view of his recent experience in Holland, 
Belgium and France, to be chosen to lead an Einsatzkommando (AOB, please do not confuse 
this word Einsatzkommando with the horrible later SS bestialities, as in this regard 
“Einsatzkommano” meant a military operational group or Gruppe) in the UK.  
 Soon an opportunity presented itself to carry out reconnaissance of a favoured landing 
place on the British coast/  An elderly fisherman named Guegin, it had learned by Section III, 
had been taking Frenchmen across to England in his boat from Carantec and Morlaix.  As he 
had violated the regulations of the occupying Army, he was liable to the most severe 
penalties;  on the other hand, “everything would be forgiven and forgotten if he would 
undertake to co-operate with the Germans …” 

 
 The functions of Nest Brest were more clearly laid down: collection of intelligence 
against Unoccupied France (AOB, also known as Vichy France) and England, supervision of 
security precautions in the armed forces, measures against espionage and sabotage in the area 
and collaboration with the Stellen of a reinforced frontier control.  For disciplinary purposes, 
the Nest was to be subordinated to the Naval Command Brittany. 
 
 



KV 2/267-2, pages 29 + 30 

 

 
 In the early September (AOB, 1940) Pheiffer received a message from Wichmann 
(AOB, Leiter Ast-X, Hamburg) urging him to report a few days later at the Hotel Lutetia in 
Paris, where there was to be a discussion at which Obst, Oster, Iam might be present. 
 The subsequent meeting with Oster in Paris was a formality which served only to 
launch a great “British invasion” scheme which had been assigned to Wichmann by 
Piekenbrock.  It was the “Plan-See-Löwe”,  for the organisation and preparation of Einsatz 
Kommando and Abwehr Kommandos to accompany the Armies in their march against 
England,  Wichmann was to be in charge of the special enterprise with the title of “Astleiter 
z.b.V. (AOB, = zu besondere Verwendung)”(Special Duties) at HQ of the Heeresgruppe;  
Pheiffer, with his invaluable experience in the field, was to be in operation command of the 
special Schichtstellen, composed of officers from all Abteilungen of Eins, and their sub-units, 
which would include III groups. 
 Between then Pheiffer and Wichmann, who had had two rooms at the Lutetia placed at 
their disposal by Obst. Rudolph, drew up their plans for submission to Berlin.  Their 
preliminary draft plan was taken to Berlin by Wichmann himself, while Pheiffer returned to 
Brest, where Sokolowski had been acting as his deputy. 
KV 2/267-2, page 31 

 
 There were other alarms to cause excursions of III personnel;  the Dienststelle was 
swamped with reports of agents and other flashing light signals to British Aircraft:  “It 
became an absolute mania; signals were said to have been seen all over the place directing 
enemy planes to certain objectives.  We had to investigate all these suspicious happenings;  in 
almost every case there was a perfectly simple explanation …” 
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 Increasing acts of violence by French, who appeared now to have recovered from the 
first wave of dejections over their defeat, reinforced specious arguments from Amt Abwehr 
that Pheiffer’s continued command in Brest was important.  A serious incident had occurred 
at Nantes, where the Feldkommandant had been shot;  Von Bonin had unjustly been made 
responsible for the subsequent execution of fifty hostages in reprisal, earning the nickname 
locally of “Le Borreau.” The accusation was resented by Von Bonin, who told Pheiffer that he 
had been opposed to any such had been executed without his approval. 

 
 It was at the lowest ebb of Pheiffer’s discontent, as an I M officer compelled to 
forsake his “first love” (AOB, Vorliebe)  as a director of III activities, that Jonetz produced a 
contact whose promise appealed to the Nest Leiter. He was Charles Bedaux (AOB, please 
consider also Ledebur’s file: http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-159-Ledebur.pdf ), the Franco-
American industrialist, who had ideas in his head which might be put to use by Pheiffer, 
whose keen interest in the oil business dated from his early wartime excursions from Bremen 
with Bensmann. 
KV 2/267-2, page 37 

 
 Later, when he visited Paris again to attend an I M conference, Pheiffer met Bedaux.  
The realisation of his whim of the extravagant protégé surprised him, but he consented to 
attempt a rather grim party at the Chateau Candée, at which Bedaux was officially endowed 
with German citizenship. 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 It was probably the intervention of the III Obst. who had visited him in Brest and then 
reported to Bentivegni that resulted in Pheiffer’s transfer in March 1942 to Alst Paris as Leiter 
III, a position equivalent to that of the Alst Leiter.  The actual news reached Pheiffer through 
Meissner, whom he was to succeed (AOB, Hans, (Johannes) Meisner, who became KO Leiter 
Switzerland in Berne (Bern) since) in Paris; his first reaction was to protest that he was “an 
Eins officer and not a III man”,  to which Meisner replied that this would make no difference 
at all as he was regarded at HQ as a good all-round Abwehrmann.  As soon as Meisner had 
rung off, Pheiffer put a call through to Berlin to get Menzel’s confirmation. 
KV 2/267-2, page 39 

 
 Pheiffer took with him to Paris only one member of his Nest Bremen staff: Hilde 
Gersdorf, now both his secretary and his mistress.  Meisner, his predecessor as Leiter III, 
placed at his disposal private quarters in the rue St. James at Neuilly, where he stayed with 
Gersdorf under the name of “Kross”, under which Meisner had originally rented the place.  
KV 2/267-2, page 40 

 
 Pheiffer, in his new office, could not show any interest in the conduct of agents; his 
old friends “Becker and Clayton were passed over to Obstlt. Reile, III-F.  But he was 
determined to follow the Bedaux case personally, and welcomed the industrialist’s suggestion 
that the latter’s old friend, Rittmeister (AOB, = Hptm.) Graf Joseph Ledebur, now serving 
with the Army, be transferred to Paris and attached to himself.  Ledebur was an excellent 
linguist, had a good business brain; and, most important of all, Bedaux could get along with 
him.  Pheiffer at once initiated moves to have Ledebur brought to Paris as his liaison agent 
with Bedaux, but many weeks were to pass before his official posting was made. (AOB, he 
apparently foregoing was engaged at the Eastern Front). 

↓ 



KV 2/267-2, page 40 continuing: consider also: http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-159-Ledebur.pdf  

 
 The negotiations with Bedaux had the blessing of both Canaris and Piekenbrock.  His 
more outrageous demands of the Germans, including his promotion to the rank of General, 
had been neatly scaled down by Bensmann, who had persuaded him to accept the rank of 
Sonderführer “B” (Sdf.) (AOB, Sdf. (B) Batalionsführer/Major; the highest rank possible in 
this Series). But he was still insisting that the “Establishment” scheme called for his attention 
on the spot and he had ordered a uniform in which to land. At one time he was toying with the 
idea of dropping a women by parachute with orders to marry an Arab chief.  Another idea 
which he now conceived was to send his niece, Betty Halsey, on an espionage mission by 
submarine; she was to be dropped somewhere off Long Island in a bathing costume and was 
to make her way to New York, where she would contact his American secretary, Mrs. Waite, 
claiming that she had lost her clothes with the tide! 

 
 The operation “Charles” (for Bedaux) was merely allowed to tick over pending the 
arrival of Ledebur: in the meantime the only help he received was through Bensmann or in 
such matters as from Holland of files of the International Bedaux Maatschappij, which were 
said to contain data of value for the forthcoming venture.  From the papers received, Bedaux 
was also able to extract several reports written by himself on the Iranian oilfields, with 
photographs of the refineries and plant, maps, and a picture on an alleged tribal chief, and 
these were presented to Pheiffer for his records.  The latter agreed that Bedaux would need 
secretarial assistance both for himself and for Ledebur, when he arrived:  the industrialist was 
allowed to reclaim his Dutch secretary, Mme. Ter Hart;  and Frl. Von Bülow, formerly of the 
Luftwaffeführungsstab, was designated as Ledebur’s aide.  
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Not long after Pheiffer’s posting to Paris it had been decided by Canaris and 

Piekenbrock (AOB, consequently before late 1942m as Piekenbrock left the Ausland/Abwehr, 
for reason he preferred to become a General; implying following a trainings course as well as 
commanding forgoing a Division on the Eastern Front) that a real effort should be made to 
enlist the cooperation of French officers of the Deuxieme Bureau at Vichy. (AOB, Please 
remember: Vichy ruled the unoccupied French territory as well as quite many Colonies, and 
behaved in favour of Germany) Admiral Dupry and General Delamotte, of the Naval and 
Army Sections respectively, were invited to attend a conference in Paris, which was arranged 
in the private rooms of Dr. Rahn of the Abetz offices (AOB, in casu, the Embassy): present in 
addition were Canaris, Piekenbrock, Rudolph, Obstlt. (Gruppenleiter I)  Waag and Pheiffer 
(AOB, the latter was Leiter Abw.Gruppe III, of Alst Paris) 
 The main question discussed was the possibility of collaboration in North Africa 
between the Abwehr and the Deuxieme Bureau.  Later the two French officers were invited 
by Pheiffer to the Lutetia (AOB, Hotel), there to promote the idea.  But the Frenchmen were 
non-committal and difficult at first: Dury, who was almost in tears, kept complaining that his 
wife had warned him not to come to Paris, was he would surely be arrested by the Germans 
and imprisoned indefinitely, if not worse.  These fears Pheiffer had to overcome by explaining 
that the Germans had no such design on them;   they had been invited to Paris as guests, and 
would be treated as such. Finally he was able to persuade the two men that he required of 
them only an undertaking to collaborate in certain points of detail:  he wished to have full and 
immediate reports of the arrival in Unoccupied France (AOB, Vichy France) of British and 
De Gaulliste parachutists and the location of their W/T stations.  That would be Delamotte’s 
concern; as for Dury, he was to supply reports about the rumoured preparations for the 
invasion of North Africa and the concentration of British shipping in the approaches to North 
West Africa. 



KV 2/267-2, page 41 

 
 Ledebur arrive in Paris in May (AOB, 1942), and Pheiffer was relieved of Bedaux’s 
importunate claims for the assistance in personal and business matters.  Ledebur was 
appointed official controller of the Bedaux business interests and was installed in the office 
which housed the notorious “Pat”, one of the kings of Parisian Black Market operating under 
Abwehr protection.  
 It had not been intended originally to use Ledebur in any Abwehr capacity, but he 
showed himself so competent a man and had so wide circles of friends, that he drifted 
naturally into the control of Pheiffer, who had also a personal liking of him (AOB, Ledebur’s 
handling necessitated sufficient backing from someone who was flexible and being himself an 
anti-Nazi, just what Pheiffer was). 

 
No more was heard of the two men (AOB, Admiral Dury and General Delamotte) after the 
occupation of Vichy France (AOB, late 1942, after the Allied landing on 8 November 1942 at 
Oran);  Pheiffer had no further use for them, and it was only some time later that he heard  
that both had gone into retirement and were still scared of the arrest of the Germans.  This 
was not without reason now, for a Führerbefehl from Berlin had ordered that all members of 
the Deuxieme Bureau must be placed under close arrest, or at least removed from the so-



called “danger areas”.  Pheiffer discussed this decree with General Stülpnagel’s Chief-of-Staff 
in Paris, and the two agreed that the order was unnecessarily harsh.  Pheiffer had stated that a  
Deuxieme Bureau official caught in flagrant delictu while working against the Germans was 
certainly liable to the extreme penalties of the laws of war; but those who had been in the 
employ of Vichy era had only done their duty, and should be exempt from any sanctions.  
Both Stülpnagel and his Chief-of-Staff agreed that it was foolish to antagonise individuals 
who would by now be completely neutralised; but it was impossible to prevent wholesale 
arrests, for Brigadeführer Oberg (AOB, considering the rank description, he belonged to the 
RSHA thus Gestapo or SD complex), who was nominally controlled by the 
Militärbefehlshaber (AOB, the French Occupation was the responsibility of the Wehrmacht, 
albeit, that SD matters factually ruled independently) had chosen at act independently and 
effected a whole series of arrests.  Pheiffer telephoned Bentivegni (AOB, Oberst. 
Ausland/Abwehr Leiter III, in Berlin; thus Pheiffer’s Chef) to register his protest at Oberg’s 
high-handed actions, but was warned to avoid any conflict with Oberg or the SD (S.D.); for 
himself he should ignore the Party’s orders and stick to his Abwehr blacklist and specific 
instructions. 
KV 2/267-2, page 49 

 
.. all I M representatives were given special orders to concentrate on technical matters, and 
Pheiffer had detailed questionnaires sent to the I H, I L, I Wi sections, in the hope that the 
information which they could supply would assist I M research work.  Perhaps the best 
reports on such technical developments came from one of the few V-Männer directly 
controlled by Abw. Amt. I: “Ostro”, in Lisbon, an I H source.(AOB, Skarupa) 
KV 2/267-2, page 52 

 
 Ledebur, in Paris, was running into trouble at the Lutetia.  His activities and actions 
were being criticised and curtailed by Waag and Schmidt. And the undertaking by Rudolph 
that he would come under Garthe’s wing after Pheiffer’s departure had not been implemented, 
After receiving several letters of complaint from his former Mitarbeiter, Pheiffer consulted 
Obst. Hansen, Gruppenleiter I.  It was decided that Ledebur, with his excellent international 
contacts and objectiveness, might be too useful an officer to be spoiled by mishandling on the 
part of sectional chiefs;  he should be transferred from Paris to Berlin, to be attached directly 
to Gruppe I under Hansen and Pheiffer.  Orders to this effect were issued at once, but several 
weeks were to pass before the transfer took place. 
 
 



KV 2/267-2, page 53 

 
 Pheiffer spent only three days in Istanbul (Istambul), the greater part of them in 
making acquaintance of the city, which he was visiting for the first time.  Of the KO (KONO) 
officers at this time he met only Hptm. Leverkuehn and the Naval Attaché von der Marwitz, 
who was using Zähringer (Zaehringer) as a source for his own reports to the Attaché Abt. 
 During his first visit to Istanbul (Istambul), Schüler (Schueler) took Pheiffer to the 
Iranian Consulate, where an Iranian was introduced to them.  First exchanges took place with 
him with a view to recruiting him as an agent, but he seemed uncertain about something about 
committing himself.  He did not appeal to Pheiffer as a likely type, and later he left it to 
Zähringer to reach some understanding with the man;  whether any understanding was 
reached between the two, Pheiffer never learned.   

 
 From Istanbul (Istambul) Pheiffer and Schüller travelled to Sofia, where several 
conferences took place with IM representatives, including Delius (! M Sofia)(AOB, here 
Pheiffer is not grasping the actual situation. Delius, or Dr. Delius was an alias of Obst. Otto 
Wagner, KO Leiter Bulgaria, in Sofia. Dr. Delius was an ardent Nazi, and quite opposing 
Klatt’s Luftmeldekopf, in Sofia. For more information on Klatt: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-
ostro-josephine.htm ), who was anxious to secure the transfer to his office of Kpt.Lt. Mueller 
(Müller) (I M Athens); Korv.Kpt. Sokol (I M Athens), probably the best man in the Balkans 
at the time, who was persuaded to release Kpt. Call for service in Paris;  the I M at Bucharest 
(Bukarest), a Korv.Kpt. who had formerly served with the Austrian Navy; and Kpt. Obladen 
(AOB, I only know him being Sdf., did he make promotion or do we deal with someone 
else?), from Kavalla. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 Shortly after his return to Berlin Ledebur arrived from Paris, bringing with him several 
sten-guns supplied by Reile;  these had conveniently been supplied to him in containers by 
British planes summoned to some spot in France by successful “III-F Spiel”.  Pheiffer who 
himself once witnessed the actual parachuting of such material info France under Reile’s 
direction, had asked Reile to provide guns for the use of Hansen, Kumrow (at this time 
Gruppenleiter  Abw. I), and himself; at the Tirpitzuferstrasse office the officers had been 
supplied only with pistols and Hansen feared that “some day the SS might become unfriendly, 
in which case it would be fit and proper for the officers to have the means of defending 
themselves.” For reasons of secrecy and expedition, the weapons had been ordered from 
Reile.  
KV 2/267-2, page 53 + 54 

 

 
 During his visit Ledebur drew up for Hansen’s benefit a candid report on the personnel 
of Alst Frankreich, and the Abteilungschef was suitably impressed. Deciding at once that in 
the near future he would employ Ledebur as a liaison officer which some of his own more 
trusted representatives abroad and as a high class agent.  For the present, however, Ledebur 
had plans to visit Spain, and he was to return after a few days to Paris, where he was still 
officially posted.  On Coreth, the local Abwehr liaison officer, who had already been 
introduced to him by Pheiffer in Berlin. (AOB, according Ledebur’s file abridgement: 
http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-159-Ledebur.pdf    Coreth operated in Hungary) 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 The camp itself provided ample facilities and comfort, with the exception that the food 
was incredibly bad; but it had a serious drawback from Pheiffer’s point of view;  “We were 
now out of touch with III Seekriegsleitung (AOB, SKL), even though I had left behind in 
Berlin a liaison officer (Freg.Kapt. Dischler).  After OKW were bombed out and went to 
Camp near Bernau (AOB, Koralle?), it was even more difficult to keep contact.  Personal 
discussions between the different Referents of I M and III-SKL were almost impossible. 
(AOB, he might in someway have been confused: as we know from Hansen’s personal 
pocket-diary, that he regularly visited from the first days in January 1943 already regularly 
“Zeppelin”).  
 In September (AOB, 1943)  Pheiffer was appointed Ia (Chief-of-Staff) and 
Stellvertreter (Deputy) to the Abteilungschef I (Hansen) in  addition to his normal duties as I 
M.  Hansen, who had recently been to Turkey with Canaris, (AOB, he must have been 
mistaken, there cannot be found in 1943 any sign of a joined visit to Turkey, but likely they 
have met with the KONO Leiter Leverkuehn several times at the KO Bulgaria Office in 
Sofia), complained that the Amtschef refused to travel alone (AOB, in 1943 Canaris 
(Amtschef) often joined by Hansen. But in his wartime career Canaris was more travelling 
then in Berlin. Please consider: http://www.cdvandt.org/canaris-intercepts.htm ) previously 
Piekenbrock (AOB, up to autumn 1942), or occasionally everywhere; and now he was 
insisting that he (AOB, Hansen) do the same. 
KV 2/267-2, page 56 

 
 In late November Pheiffer was asked by Hansen to make a trip to Turkey.  He was 
dissatisfied with the work of Hptm. Leverkuehn (AOB, Dr. Paul Leverkuehn), who was 
paying undue attention to political matters, to the determent of military intelligence work.  
Pheiffer, who again accompanied by Schüler, remained four days in Istanbul (Istambul) on 
this occasion, and was introduced to several KO officers whom he had not previously met,  
among them Major Schenker-Anger (Leiter I L), Dr. Wolfgang Dietze (Leiter I TLW)m Oblt. 

http://www.cdvandt.org/canaris-intercepts.htm


Walter Hinz (Leiter I H), and Leuts, Helmut Braun and Robert Ulshoffer (I H). He had no 
opportunity to get to know any of the individually, for his passage through the various offices 
was brief. 
KV 2/267-2, page 56 

 
 But he had set out from Zossen (AOB, Zeppelin) well primed in the results achieved in 
Turkey recently, and he impressed on Leverkuehn the need to apply himself exclusively to 
military intelligence work, pointing out also that he observed a certain lack of coordination in 
the work of the several sections.  It appeared that only the I H section took direct orders from 
Leverkuehn, I M, I L, II, III and Verwaltung enjoyed considerable independence and took 
their orders directly from HQ; the few Aussenstellen worked in a haphazard fashion.  
(AOB, what mind have counted: was Leverkuehn’s lower rank than many subordinates!) 

 
 He had made mental reservations also about Leverkuehn’s “leadership”,  it was 
obvious that he had little authority over the men under him.  For the rest, I Wi section at Aust. 
Ankara, under Major Robert Roser, whose recall to Germany he would recommended, was 
quite sterile; many of the persons employed directly in Abwehr work were obviously ignorant 
of their duties; and others were neglecting their primary functions to engage in private 
business enterprises. 

 
 In December there took place at Baden-Baden a special conference of the Abwehr, 
(AOB, ment for West-European Intelligence organisation “Leiter”, albeit, that some from 
other European theatres participated as well). But Pheiffer was unable to attend, having to 
remain at Zossen (AOB, Zeppelin) to represent the Abteilungschef (AOB, = Obstlt. Hansen).  
The only result of the conference which I can remember was the order that all Abwehrstellen 
in France were to be transformed into Abwehr-Kommandos and Trupps (AOB, generally 
designated: FAK and FAT, but this changed was maintained everwhere); all officers and men 
not fit for active service were to form report centres for the reception (AOB, geheime 
Meldeköpfe) of intel;ligence from the R-Netz. (AOB, = stay behind groups or Trupps), 
passing it back to their respective Abwehrstellen in Germany.” (AOB, Please consider: 
http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-transcripts-IV-1943.pdf 
pages 76-77, use “Ctr+F” (for PCs) as to open a search window for tracing keywords!) 
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 Hansen, whom Pheiffer was not to see for several weeks, intended to make 
considerable changes in the organisation and staff of Abt. I: “This came about first in the East 
through the absolute adoption and control of the Abwehr-Kommandos and Truppe:  the first 
were attached to the High Command, the Truppe to the Army Groups.  For these, intelligence 
units were set up and moved according to the concentration of troops and material. 
KV 2/267-2, page 57 

 
 At Christmas an Eins Marine party was held at Zossen (AOB, = Zeppelin), attended by 
all its officers and such guests as Sdf. Obladen and Ledebur.  The latter had been on his 
travels again and was busily engaged on visiting friends and relations of his international 
contacts who had been interned in German (AOB, prisoner) camps, ostensibly to cement the 
goodwill of the latter.  Where the majority of Abwehr officers now eschewed any contact with 
the SD, and more especially and demand for a favour from them, Ledebur blithely ignored the 
aura of toughness around the SD gang and somehow bluffed them into falling in with the 
wishes, especially when he wished to have access to any camp under their control. 

 
 He  was gaining the confidence of Obst. Hansen, but their personal dealings were 
never known to Pheiffer, who did not read any special; significance into the occasional visits 
to Hansen’s office, when Ledebur was at HQ of Dr. Waetjen, a great friend of Major Kumrow 
and a contact of Kapt.z.S. Wiebe from Ast Stettin. (AOB, Krugsdorf?) 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 In the winter Pheiffer was much concerned with affairs of KO Spain, as he was having 
considerable difficulty with the Foreign Office (AOB, Auswertiges-Amt; A.A.) on account of 
the Ambassador’s insistence that the Abwehr staff in Madrid be severely cut down.  His 
defence of the KO establishment, however, could not stress any rich dividends from that 
quarter (AOB: Ecke); efforts of his own I M department to procure sound intelligence about 
the British Navy from the observation posts looking out on Gibraltar and elsewhere, had not 
been impressive, nor was any technical data on such matters as submarine equipment obtained 
as a result of Eins Marine’s labours in Spain (AOB, Aktivitäten). 

 
 Pheiffer’s health had been deteriorating rapidly over the last weeks, and in early 
January, after his trouble had been diagnosed as “intercostal neuralgia:,  he was granted three 
weeks’ sick leave.  

 

 
He was back at Zossen (AOB, Zeppelin) in the time to be thrown into the turmoil 

caused by the defection to the Allies in Turkey of several members of the local KO (AOB, 
actually known as: KONO, meant the Vermehren’s and Hamburger. The Vermehren’s 
defected about 7/8 February 1944, the Germans got knowledge due to foreign newspapers 
about 10 February. Though, on the 12

th
 Hitler’s decision to dissolve Abwehr and to be merged 

first and then dissolved by RSHA (SS) into the Himmler complex) Canaris, who was away 
from HQ, was urgently recalled, but Pheiffer did not see him at Zossen (Zeppelin) before he 
was suspended from the Amt and sent on “leave to Baden-Baden (AOB, to what I know from 
various documents, at the moment of his suspension of duties (AMT) he was in Baden-Baden, 
and got the order to stay there. Canaris at first, wasn’t arrested, he later even got another 
(minor) occupation, at least lasting up to the 20 July Plot on Hitler):  the blame for  the 
catastrophe had been placed by the Party and the SD on the Admiral.  He was succeeded  
At interim by his deputy, Vice-Admiral Bürckner, the Amtsgruppenchef der Amtsgruppe 



Ausland, whose knowledge of the Abwehr was so sketchy that he was compelled to recall 
Obst Bentivegni, former Abteilungschef III, from a course to act as his advisor.  (AOB, like in 
late 1942, also Bentivegni preferred to become a General and follow therefore a 
“Generalspatent” course, before he should command a division on the Eastern Front).  
KV 2/267-58 

 
 Not long afterwards, however, Pheiffer was advised by Hansen, who called him by 
phone from the Hauptquartier, that he had been appointed Amtschef (AOB, thus succeeding 
Canaris’ position)  and that it had been decided that Amtsgruppe Ausland and Amt Abwehr 
were to be separated.  He arrived in person shortly afterwards to begin long discussions with 
leaders of Amts. II and III (AOB, respectively sabotage and counter-espionage): “Finally he 
was able to inform me that he had the job of reorganising the Amt and of working in close 
cooperation with the SD (AOB, actually R.S.H.A’s Amt VI)  with the object of uniting the 
Abwehramt and the corresponding Dienststellen of the RSHA (AOB, Amt VI, headed by 
Schellenberg)  He was to work out the plans for the organisation and to leave the leadership 
of Abt. Eins to me”(AOB, however, matters will change soon, as Pheiffer was to replace 
Leverkuehn in Turkey and Abt. I was since headed by Major Kuebart, soon thereafter 
becoming the youngest Obstlt. of the Wehrmacht, at an age of 30 years)  Expressly, Pheiffer 
was “to proceed with fresh vigour with the transformation of the Abwehrstellen, Paris, Lyons, 
Dijon, Angres, Bordeaux, Belgium and Holland into Kommandos and Truppen (AOB, FAKs 
and FATs, which were carrying numbers like did once Rudolf Staritz’s at the Easter Front, 
where he belonged to:  (Frontabwehrkommando)FAK 203. 2 = II, thus sabotage, also known 
as “Jagdkommandos”; 0 is indicating in what area it operated, and 3 explaining that it was 
(belonging to) the third Gruppe) 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 In February (AOB, after he became Canaris’s  successor later about March) Hansen 
announced a new development: a new intelligence organisation was about to come into being 
under the Reichsführer SS, Himmler: “In the long and difficult negotiations which followed, 
Obst Hansen succeeded in arranging the Amt Abwehr, or at least the former Abteilung Eins 
(AOB, I) , be kept as a unit:  it was to be a military Amt and not not come under Amt VI of 
the RSHA; Brigadeführer (AOB, a typical SS rank)  Schellenberg, Amtschef VI/RSHA, and 
Hansen were to rank as equals.  The members of the Milamt (AOB, in my perception not 
correct yet, because Mil Amt or Amt Mil naming is constituted at a later date) would remain 
soldiers, as far as discipline was concerned, coming under Obst. Hansen, who would act 
according to disciplinary regulations laid down by the Wehrmacht; as far as promotion and 
command outside the Amt were concerned, they were to come under individual sections of 
the Wehrmacht (AOB, also their salaries continued to be paid for on behalf of the 
Wehrmacht. Rudolf Staritz told me once, that some members had even no idea of the 
organisational changes, as for them nothing changed).  The Abwehr Kommandos and 
Truppen were to come under the military formations concerned, just like mobile groups; the 
Milamt had only certain directional laws to obey, the details of which I do not remember. 
 Neither Hansen nor Pheiffer were, however, under any illusion: the rump of the 
Abwehr had been saved only because the RSHA had insufficient trained and experienced men 
to do away with the old Abwehramt altogether. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 Early March, when investigation of the Vermehren case was completed, “it was 
obvious that the former Leiter (AOB, Hptm. Dr. Paul Leverkuehn) at Istanbul (Istambul) 
would have to be dismissed”:  Hansen asked Pheiffer whether he would be prepared to take 
over the Stelle and “put it in order.” Pheiffer, who was only too anxious to got away from 
headquarters, not only because he had always disliked it,  but because now there were more 
reasons for so doing, agreed with the proviso that his departure must depend on an 
improvement in his health; it had been established that he was suffering from a heart ailment 
and would need a long leave with complete rest.  Hansen agreed that he might have six 
weeks’  leave before setting out for Istanbul (Istambul). 
 Before Pheiffer left for his home in Siegen, he pointed out to Hansen that he was to set 
the Turkish house in order again he would need a reasonably free hand and complete power to 
make drastic changes.  Hansen agreed that, for the first few weeks at least, intelligence work 
must be subordinated to institutional reconstruction.  Shortly afterwards,  as a sign of the new 
times, Pheiffer was introduced by Hansen to Obergruppenführer Kaltenbrunner (AOB, he was 
heading Amt IV and Amt VI (the latter later named Amt Mil)), head of RSHA, as the 
Abwehr’s nominee to clean up the dishonoured house in Turkey:  “The entire conversation 
lasted perhaps ten minutes.  The only thing discussed was the case of Vermehren, and it was 
agreed that it was necessary above all to make the Dienststelle a unified entity again.” 

 
 While Pheiffer was on leave (AOB, in Siegen, where his family apparently lived) 
arrangements were made for approval by the OKM to his appointment as Assistant Naval 
Attaché to Turkey and such minor details as preparation of a diplomatic passport.  It had been 
agreed that he might take with him as assistant his old colleague of the Near Eastern travels, 
Schüler, and his secretary and mistress, Fraulein Gersdorf. (AOB, I doubt whether it was 
known in Berlin, that Frl. Gersdorf also constituted is mistress) 
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 Before his departure, in May 1944m to take up the new appointment, he had a long 
discussion with Hansen:  “He told me that during the first few months of my service in 
Istanbul (Istambul) I was to devote myself to coordination of the organisation and giving clear 
instructions to the Stellem rather than to intelligence matters.  In addition it was suggested 
that I should check up and see whether it would not be better to send home all the people who 
were theoretically supposed to be on intelligence work, but in actual fact were in business in 
Turkey.  Freiherr Von Lersner (AOB, according a file at the GB-NA at Kew, he was: a 
Legationsrat, thus a Diplomat), who had been working as an agent, was to be dismissed;  for 
years he had been sending in reports and ha d received a considerable sum of money: Obst. 
Hansen and I were of the opinion  that the reports were of little value.” 
 Hansen was inclined to blame Hptm. Leverkuehn for the collapse of the Turkish 
organisation, He had not coordinated the different sections, but allowed them to work loosely, 
perhaps because he had been in no position to direct activities of an officer under him who 
were senior in rank, but also because he had not shown any real ability.  Major Schenker-
Anger, whose loyalty was suspect, and his assistant, Dietzel, for instance, had been working 
under the Air Attaché; the I Wi 
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Leiter had been controlled by the military Attaché; and the I M representative, Zähringer, had 
been receiving orders from Admiral Von Der Marwitz, the Naval Attaché.  Coordination of 
the Dienststelle was only very necessary, but a matter of no little urgency, “because after the 
case of Vermehren, a certain air of mutual distrust had set in!” 

 
 On arrival at Istanbul (Istambul) on May 12m Pheiffer found that Hptm. Thomas 
Ludwig, Leiter III, a most capable officer, had been doing excellent work as Stellvertreter to 
the Leiter of KO Nah-Ost (AOB, also known as: KONO), to bring some order into the 



confusion which had succeeded on Leverkuehn’s recall.  In particular he had tightened up on 
security measures and had instilled in the remaining personnel the need to act at all times with 
discipline. 
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 Early in June, while examining the affairs of the KO and performing his routine duties 
as its Leiter, Pheiffer received a message from Hansen asking him to report back in berlin.  
Pheiffer had replied that he was in no position to return to Germany just yet, not least because 
he was not sufficiently acquainted with his new command.  The request was repeated a few 
days later, but Pheiffer was again compelled to advise Hansen that he was not yet ready to 
bring back with him any adequate idea of his Stelle’s activities and aims. 
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Pheiffer states that Hansen’s judgement was that of a General Staff Officer rather than that of 
an Intelligence officer; he was a good judge of individuals, but not of their work. 
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 Travelling on to Adana and Ankara, he stopped off at Pompeiopolis to examine the 
Roman remains.  From Ankara he had intended to go on to Izmir, there to confer again with 
Schüler about the local stay-behind plans.  But the diplomatic view in the capital (AOB, 
Ankara) was that a rupture of relations with Germany was imminent, and Pheiffer emplaned 
at once for Istanbul (Istambul) to take stock of the current state of KONO preparedness 
against the event. 

 
 The severance of relations came about in early August, and Pheiffer resigned himself 
to an early departure from Turkey.  He received no advice as to his future employment and 
understood that he would first have to report to HQ before re-posting.  Von der Marwitz, on 
the other hand, had received notice of transfer to Sofia (AOB, by this time Sofia was due to be 
captured by the Russians, who already were in the possession of Rumania) , and Zähringer, 



who spoke of returning to Turkey clandestine from Bulgaria his new appointment.   Pheiffer, 
who “did not expect a great deal from him, anyway, consented. 
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 While the KONO personnel were awaiting early repatriation, a fresh blow was struck 
at the stay-behind plans: “Beigel, strangely enough, since he was an important member of the 
Party, went over to the British.  It was said later that he had fallen from a train and was in a 
Turkish hospital in central Anatolia.  I have never been able to ascertain whether his 
information was correct, but curiously enough the enemy Press, which had made such much 
of Vermehren’s desertion, said nothing about this matter. 
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 In early September expectations of an early departure for the Fatherland were damped 
by the news that the German diplomats, consular officials and employees were to be interned.  
With the rupture of relations all KONO work had ceased, but few records had been destroyed; 
“While at first the destruction was carried out in a rather half-hearted manner because it was 
hoped that we could take some things with us when we departed, it was finally carried out 
quite ruthlessly when it became obvious that we would be interned in Turkey.” 

 
 With the official order of internment, which confined Pheiffer and most of the 
Dienststelle personnel to the Consulate General grounds and buildings, under strict 
supervision, the radio-communications system of the main station at the KONO offices was 
closed down and the remaining transmitters on the premises were destroyed.  Claus, however, 
had already concealed one small transmitter for just such an eventually as they now faced.  
The difficulty, however, was to use the set “without letting our diplomats know that we still 
had radio contact”,  for at the Consulate-General three consular officials were interned with 
their staffs:- 
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 Pheiffer had hoped to establish radio communication both with the Therapia camp and 
Germany through Clauss’ set, but decided that nothing could be gained from radio contact 
with the other group, so that it was not even attempted. Contact with Germany, however, was 
soon established, and Pheiffer reported that he must take sparing use of his transmitter, but 
that he was in a position to receive messages through an ordinary all-wave “Radione” set 
which could be fitted with ear-phones for morse-reception.  

 
 Clauss transmitted only at long intervals, and then usually personal messages for 
KONO members of brief reports obtained from perusal of the local Press.  One such item 
concerned the arrival in Istanbul (Istambul) from Germany of the repatriated crew of the 
Egyptian steamer “Zam-Zam”, a matter of little interest to both KONO and Nest Bremen, for 
the purser of the vessel had been recruited as W/T agent from an internment camp in 
Germany, had been trained in Nest Bremen, and was to have provided a link between KONO 
and Egypt, his operational area.  His return to Egypt had, in fact, been long awaited by 
Pheiffer and Bensmann, his controller at Bremen end, but the exchange of the Egyptians for 
German nationals from Egypt had been postponed time and again.  
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 After a few days in internment, Pheiffer decided that he might as well make the most 
of the situation: he established a 24-hour watch on shipping in the Bosporus, with direct 
observation through powerful binoculars, and was able to send an occasional report to HQ. 

 
 The only intelligence windfall was a short report thrown over the wall of the Consulate 
grounds by a III F agent about a small British unit with W/T equipment, jeeps and tents at 
some point in the neighbourhood of Istanbul (Istambul) or Therapia. 
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 “Contact with agents was out of the question. Nor had any such contact been arranged, 
since we had not bargained (AOB, damit gerechnet) for an internment of such long duration, 
imagining from the start that it was only a temporary arrangement.  How matters stood in 
other ‘camps’ (the diplomats with Uppenborn, were interned at the Embassy in 
Ankara)(AOB, including von Papen?), I do not know:  the personnel of my Stelle, apart from 
those at the Consulate-General, to make contact with agents, but I had no news of it.  There 
was no contact between the ‘camps’.  Only through the Swiss protection Power were any 
official communications sent from ‘camp’ to ‘camp’, but they had nothing to do with 
espionage.  In this way scraps of information about conditions in the other ‘camps’ and the 
welfare of colleagues were passed o.  Off and on, some little information would be picked up 
from the Turkish Police, but even this centred usually on the wellbeing or misfortune of other 
internees. 

 
 The personal aspect of their plight was perhaps the principal focus of interest even at 
headquarters, so that arrangements were made for personal messages from relatives and 
friends of the internees to be broadcast on the ordinary German beam programmes for 
Palestine and Asia. 

 
 His keenness dulled by the prolongation of internment, Pheiffer gave up any serious 
attempt at direct observation of shipping or road transport from the Consulate, a task which 
had been discouraged by the impracticability of operating the transmitter to despatch reports 
while they were still topical.  The next few months were spent in learning to play bridge and 
other relaxations.  His sole outside interest now, apart from news of his sons, was to learn 



from the radio beam service whether his promotion to the rank of Kapitän-zur-See, due in 
January-February 1945, had been approved, but no such announcement was picked up. 

 
 It was not until April 21m 1945m that the German exchange party of diplomats and 
other nationals was permitted by the Turks to leave Istanbul (Istambul) in the Swedish liner 
“Drottingholm”.  They reached Lisbon on May 1 and remained there until the 8

th
 (AOB, about 

the day of Germany’s unconditional surrender).  Pheiffer twice went ashore and called at the 
KOP offices, where he contacted the Leiter Obst Friederici (AOB, alias Harry), and Crämer 
von Auenrode (AOB, NOT POSSIBLE, BECAUSE HE HAD LEFT Lisbon for Austria about 
August 1944!)(AOB, what might have confused him, was, that another Crämer actually was 
employed at KOP), with a request for news and orders from HQ.  The replies he received 
were depressing: contact between Germany had ceased. (AOB, because on the 8

th
 Germany 

surrendered to the Allies, no coded messages were allowed to be conveyed since). 
 When the “Drottingholm” sailed again from Lisbon, Pheiffer had a feeling that the 
British would pick him up.” They did.  He was detained with others, when the ship put at 
Merseyside for control, and small party was re-routed to Camp 020, where they arrived on 
26.5.45 (AOB, being a PoW since)   
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 “I had a hard struggle before I could bring myself to write down the foregoing/  I have 
only done it because most of the incidents are known already;  since the collapse, my country 
can suffer no further military defeats;  and finally, the records are all in the hands of the 
Allies.  The officers who did all this carried out their duties where their military leaders 
placed them.  It is all the same whether they fought with weapons or used their wits in “the 
war in the dark”.  They fought honourably and deserve to be honourably treated.” 

 
 As a type he is far superior to many of the sorry and shabby creatures nurtured in 
German espionage who have passed through Camp 020; and from the adversaries’ point of 
view, far more dangerous, though less sinister in his person than in his intensions. 
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 Pheiffer was never a Nazi, but a sometimes active political opponent of the Partei, to 
the spurious attraction of which he never succumbed.  He claims that, as a member of the 
Naval officers corps, he worked always for Germany;  but disillusionment was fostered 
gradually by the realisation that the fruits of his endeavour were being misapplied by the 
various elements who had gained control of the Reich for their own ends.  Nothing hardened 
him more in his view than the insolent treatment of his Alma Mater, the Abwehr, and his 
Service Colleagues at the hands of the Partei parvenus; for Pheiffer the loyal German, is also 
a snob. 
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 It is a foregone conclusion that some German, somewhere, at some time will seek to 
recruit a German secret Service.  Whether he bases it on the collapsed structure either on the 
old Abwehr or the more recent RSHA/Amt Vim its organisation and methods employed by its 
personnel, in the early stages at least, must inevitably take into account the pattern 
standardised by experience and practice. (AOB, I suppose that already in the early post-war 
days, it was considered that at some moment a new German military organisation will be 
established; it all occurred sooner than they then might have considered, as Gehlen’s 
organisation continued the wartime techniques under US supervision, quite soon). 
 There is no evidence, either in the case of Pheiffer or of other senior Abwehr officers, 
that the German Secret Service was ever conscious of many of the errors and faults 
vouchsafed to its adversaries in peace and war.  Pheiffer for instance, is still proud of the 



Abwehr as an organisation; his disappointment is not with its form and practices, but with the 
frailty of the human element it was compelled to employ in wartime! 
 
Camp 020. 
September 1945. 
 

 
Crown Copyright 

Erich Pfeiffer (KV 2/267-3, page 13) 
Description: Born 26.3.1897 at Altenkirchen (Westerwald);  height, 1.86 m;  weight, 15 st = 
ca 95 kg.;  strongly built;  large head, fair hair, greying; oval face, healthy complexion  
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Dr. Pheiffer’s signature 

KV 2/267-3, page 19 name derived form pages 20 – 21 at the time Pheiffer was in Berlin: 
Wehrkreis Commands 
I Königsberg 
II Stettin   Kapitän zur See Wiebe 
III Berlin 
IV Dresden 
V Stuttgart  Obst. Armster 
VI Münster  Obst. Schmidt 
VII München 
New ones were created as follows: 
VIII Breslau 



IX Kassel    
X Hamburg  Kapitän zur See Wichmann 
XI Hannover (Hanover) 
XII Wiesbaden  Obst. Schmidt not related to Schmidt in Münster  
XIII Nürnberg 
 
XVII Wien   Obst. Graf Marogna-Redwitz 
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 When war broke out, the Abwehr had already become a vast and comprehensive 
organisation, but it was still very young.  A great number of the officers had had no 
experience;  and in addition to that, there was no tradition behind the organisation.  Practically 
every one of the gentlemen at the Zentrale had had no practical experience.  It was several 
times suggested that an exchange with the Stellen in the Reich should be carried out, but this 
never came to an effect.  A large number of the reserve officers now entered the Abwehr, or 
as they were called Mob-Ergänzungsoffiziere (mobilised supplementary officers), that is to 
say former severing reserve officers of the Army and Navy in the last war (AOB, 1914-18)  
who on account of the services they had already performed, had not yet been taken into the 
Reserve Corps of officers of the new Wehrmacht.  These had first to be broken in.  As we had 
had no experience, the staff increase figures could only be estimated.  At first we had far too 
much staff, but this was altered later when new Abwehrstellen in occupied territory were 
added and Stellen in neutral countries (AOB, KO branches)  were set up or enlarged.  Also 
there were censorship offices abroad for letters and telegrams, and Abwehr officers were 
attached to the prisoner-of-war camps. 
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…Obladen, although a Sonderführer (Sdf.) was made an officer on the Admiral’s General 
Staff,  … 
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Personnel of the Abwehrleitstelle Paris in 1943/43 recalled by Pheiffer. 
 
Alst Leiter :  Obst. Rudolph 
Adjutant    :  Obstlt. Pinz 
. 
. 
 Gruppe I. 
Gruppenleiter  : Obstlt. Waag 
Deputy   : Obstlt. Schmitz 
 
I M   :  Korv.-Kapt. Hübner;  Korv.-Kapt. Von Call 
I H   : Hptm/ d.R. Burcgartz 
   : Sdf. Behrens; Sdf. Gastl;  Uffz. Serbik 
I L   : Obst.  Garthe (later Obstlt. Buchner) 
   : Maj. Kliemann 
I G   : Hptm. d.R. Ackermann (forging document and that like) 
 
I Wi   : Maj. Mühlner (Refernt);  Sdf. Von Guelpen 
 
  Gruppe II 
Gruppenleiter  : Obstlt. Von Eschwege 
 
  Gruppe III. 
Gruppenleiter  : Freg.-Kapt. Dr. Erich Pheiffer 
Assistent Leiter III : Obstlt. Ehrlichmann, Rittm. Graf Ledebur 
Referent III W  : Obstlt. .. 
Referent III H  : Hptm. Maurer 
Referent III M  : Korv.Kpt. Kleefeld 
Referent III L  : Maj. … 
Mitarbeiter III L : Sdf. … 
Referent III C  : Maj. Wittkugel 
Referent III C1 : Maj. … 
Referent III C2 : Obstlt. Von … Sdf. Steffens (?) 
Referent III Wi : Obstlt. Schäfer 
Referent III N  : Hptm. Randt 
Referent III Kgf. : Maj. Köster 
Referent III G  : Maj. … 
III CP   : Hptm. Kaiser; Hptm. Ladstätter 
Untergruppe III F : Obstlt. Reile (later Maj. Fellmann) 
III F1   : Obstlt. Bleibtreu (St. Malo later Marseilles) 
. 
. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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The Abwehr’s Means of Communication in Wartime. 

 Contact between different sections of the Abwehr, and between them and their foreign 
and neighbouring Dienststellen, was maintained first of all, through the normal channels, that 
is to say, in Germany through the Post Office telephone and military telegraph system (AOB, 
consider also telex or Fernschreiber = FS); in addition, in special cases couriers were used. 
 The Abwehr’s own means of communication were:- 
 1)The so-called ‘Adolf network’. 
 2)The Abwehr W/T Service. 
 The ‘Adolf network’ was a special telephone system connecting all the sections of the 
Abwehr with each other and with the central Dienststelle.  It had already been started before 
the war, and was considerably enlarged during the war. One was not allowed to mention 



“Adolf’ when using an ordinary telephone, and special telephones were therefore installed in 
special telephone booths.  The number of ‘Adolf’ telephones was limited.  During the war the 
‘Adolf network’ was taken into occupied territory in the West, and I expect into the East and 
South as well.  For example, I could get into direct contact with Berlin, or even with 
Hamburg, from Brest to discuss ‘Adolf’ affairs, and did not have to be prepared for the delays 
which it took up so much time in getting through on the different Army exchanges.  The 
‘Adolf network’ was also said to be clearer than the normal telephone system. To my 
knowledge the ‘Adolf’ Exchange was in berlin, in the Tirpitzuferstrasse. 
 The Abwehr radio Service had also started before the war and was considerably 
increased during the war.  This was a short-wave radio Service, which was modelled more on 
the Amateur system than on the Military System. The Central was near Belzig, in Berlin area. 
 The chief radio stations of this network were, to my knowledge, near Hamburg (AOB, 
Wohldorf), near Cologne (Köln), near Vienna (Wien)(AOB, known as Wera, as the first letter 
mostly correlated to the actual place or location, but with some exceptions), and near Paris.  
In the West, the Abwehrdienststellen in occupied territory were all equipped with radio 
stations, and also the Dienststellen in neutral countries abroad. (AOB, not always, as the 
Authority of a State decided what was allowed or not. Switzerland, and also Sweden, forbade 
the application of W/T; because telex was a suitable means of communication. What the 
conditions of England, and the US, were in Switzerland, as long as France had not yet been 
liberated, I cannot judge. In Sweden, Onodera, the Japanese Military Attaché, had no other 
means than communicating by means of W/T; as the US Service intercepted the J 25 codes of 
Japanese diplomatic communications, and they informed MI 5 and MI 6 about the contents) 
 The Abwehr Kommandos and Trupps were likewise equipped with mobile radio stations. In 
my Kommando in the West I had an auxiliary mobile radio station set up, and this was much 
employed by captured (AOB, French) radio vans. I  had to give up these vans shortly after the 
campaign in France, as my Dienststelle henceforth became a permanent one.  The agents who 
were radio operators were then attached to the Abwehr Dienststellen. 
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 The transmitting key used was in the Abwehr radio network varied; sometimes a key 
was used by hand, sometimes by machine (AOB, such as Enigma) the latter as used by the 
Army or Navy.  I cannot tell you any more details on the transmitting key, as I am not a 
specialist in radio. 
(AOB, the Abwehr was ill equipped with secure keys, this is clearly reflected with the HW 
19/… RSS intercept file series! Staritz points that he never did get proper training in secure 
codes, actually the real duty of OKW/Chi) 

 
 The Radio Abwehr opposing enemy agents was originally part of the Abwehr, but in 
1941 or 1942 it was taken over by the Army and there was also a radio Abwehr under the 
uniformed Police (Schupo)(AOB, should be Sipo. By the way, they also did the general 
HF/DF work. The Military DF was linked to tactical operations, but as soon as illicit 
signalling was involved the Sipo did the job. This is good explained in Joseph Schreieder’s 
book on the Englandspiel (Nordpol). There played three parties: the Wehrmacht with their 
military function, the Police (S.D.) for the Spiel and arrests and that like; and the actual DFing 



was done by the Sipo. In Holland, where the most successful Double-Cross England/Nordpol 
Spiel once took place these services worked very successful together) 
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Leiter, Gruppe Ii        Obstlt.   Rasehorn (succeeded by a Major 
(Trautmann?), (AOB, when true he formerly was Ii in Hamburg) 
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 “To my knowledge, two of our Dienststellen, Köln and Hamburg, were active in South 
America.  In some way they were linked with a general organisation in South America; in 
their radio system at least, they were connected also with the SD.  When we received radio 
messages which we could not decode, we would hand them over to the SD. 
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 “Admiral Canaris was away on business at the time, he had to end his trip at once and 
was recalled to the Amt.  Meanwhile, Ribbentrop had stated in a report to Adolf Hitler that 
the Abwehr was endangering his foreign policy in a big way;  he presented the Harnish-
Helmuth affair as purely an Abwehr matter. 
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 “Such was the state of affairs when the Vermehren affair broke in Istanbul (Istambul).  
Vermehren had been a Gefreiter; he had been sent to Turkey at the request of Hptm. Dr. 
Leverkuehn, the KONO Leiter.  He held an important post under the latter, despite his 
military rank,  for he had worked in Leverkuehn’s legal office in Berlin.(AOB, Leverkuehn’s 
real profession was a well respected international Lawyer) 

 
 “In the autumn of 1943 Vermehren had asked Abteilung I for permission to have his 
wife sent to Turkey.  The request was refused by me, as acting Abteilungschef, on principle.  
About Christmas time he repeated the request, now asking that his wife be allowed to visit 
Turkey for reasons of health.  (AOB, the request was not directed and refused by Pheiffer but 



on behalf of Canaris. Please notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-transcripts-
IV-1943.pdf  running number 559:  

 
22.9.43 Berlin – Istanbul (Istambul).  From Senior (Hansen) to Poster (Leverkuehn).  

Ref. letter KONON No. 4/9/43  Secret of 1/9/43m Amtschef (AOB, = Canaris) 
has rejected Vermehren’s application for his wife to enter the country (AOB, 
Turkey; bearing in mind the state of leave on the front. Hence, Pheiffer, at least 
spoke on behalf of Canaris) 
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 “Then Vermehren began to adopt shady methods.  Either he himself or his wife made 
contact with friends or acquaintances in the Foreign Office: despite the Abwehr ban, a 
Turkish visa was obtained for his wife.  In some way the fact became known in Istanbul 
(Istambul), perhaps because Vermehren had told his chief/  Anyway, the latter had the Turko-
Bulgarian frontier closed at Svilengrad (AOB, Svilingrad? was the railway border 
town/station between Bulgaria and Turkey).  When Frau Vermehren arrived there she was 
turned back to Sofia.  Again she obtained diplomatic help against the Abwehr’s measures: she 
obtained a passage in the express plane to Istanbul (Istambul) 
 “Leverkuehn wanted to send her back again at once, but at the request of Ambassador 
Von Papen, he finally agreed to let her stay for a fortnight “on sick leave” (AOB, von Papen 
the Ambassador was family related to Vermehren’s wife) Towards the end of that period, the 
couple absconded …  
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 In the early days of KONO (AOB, KO Turkey and surroundings), German agents had 
been despatched by Zaehringer to the Caucasus to cover Russian troops movements,  all were 
captured by the Turkish Secret Service before crossing frontier. From hearsay Pheiffer learned 
that later an arrangement was reached between Leverkuehn and the Turkish whereby the 
former exchange the Fremde-Heere West (FHW) order of battle of the Russian Armies on the 
southern Russo-German front against Turkish reports from the Caucasus on the disposition of 
Russian forces.  It was an unofficial arrangement, but Pheiffer understood that Leverkuehn  

http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-transcripts-IV-1943.pdf
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had met the Turkish SS chief on at least one occasion. 
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Büro-Offizier:  Sdf. Leo von Koblinski  Obstlt. Dr. Walter Hinz 
Interpreter: Gefr. Robert Benditsch   Secretay: Frl. Maria Ganglberger 
Registry:  Gefr.  Holme    Asst.: Lt. Robert Ulshofer 
       Asst : Lt. Helmuth Braun 
       Asst.: Uffz. Erich Lochner 
 
Verwaltung. 
Stabsintendant: Walther Frank 
Secretary: Frl. Frieda Butschkowski 
 
Eins Marine.      Eins Luft and I/Tlw. 
 
Kaptlt/Sdf. Kurt Zaehringer    Fliegerstabsingenieur   Dr. Wolfgang 
Asst.:  Gefr. Johan Heydt    Dietze 
Secretary:  Frl. Hedwig von Engelmann  W/T/O:  Gefr. Carl Claus 
       Secretary: Frl. Louise Kleinert 
 
Abt. II       Abt. III 
Dr. Hans Loewe     Hptm. Thomas Ludwig 
Asst.:  Gefr. Friedrich Fernau   Secretary:  Frau Marie Ludwig (née 

Imhoff)   
 

Personnel at the Aussenstelle. 
 
Aust.  Izmir.(Smyrna)  Korv-Kapt, d.R.  R. Schüler 

Secretary: Frl. Gertrud Kolchen (later Fr. Gersdorf)(AOB, 
Pheiffer’s mistress) 

Aust. Adana:   Frl. Paula Koch 
 
Aust. Iskenderun.  Sdf. Dr. Hans Roemer 
(Alexandretta)   Asst. : Consul von Scheinitz 

 
Outposts without Aussenstelle Status. 

 
Mersin : Robert Lochner 
Trebizond : Consul  Fritz Wussow 
KV 2/267-3, page 62 

 
 KLATT, Richard: 
  An agent of Ast Budapest (AOB, by then), a Jew; was “the most famous source  
of information in the east”;  Pheiffer heard about him in Berlin at the time the Führer issued  



that all Jews in the employ of the Abwehr were to be dropped.  Frantic efforts were made by  
Ast. Budapest to “Aryanise” Klatt. (AOB, this Führerbefehl originated from 5 July 1943) 
Please consider: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm  
 
KV 2/267-3, page 66 

 
Schultze-Bernett: 
 KO-Leiter Istanbul (Istambul) until appointment of Leverkuehn. 
 

 
Seubert, Major: 
 Leiter I/KOBU (AOB, KO Bulgaria), often visited Turkey;  not met by Pheiffer in that 
country; formerly I H /Amt Abw. (AOB, Berlin) 
KV 2/267-3, page 67 

 
Tataishi, General:  
 Japanese Military Attaché in Turkey. Pheiffer only saw him once on official business. 

 
Twardowski, Gesandter Von: 
 German Consul-General, Istanbul (Istambul) 

 
Vermehren, Dr. Erich: 
 Chief assistant of Paul Leverkuehn until deserted to Allies with his wife. 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


KV 2/267-3, page 68 

 
Zaehringer @ “Zedow @ “Becker”.  Kaptlt./Sdf. Kurt: 
 Referent I M/KONO;  had spent many years in Turkey;  his father was an engineer on 
the Anatolian Railways;  had served as engineer Petty Officer in SMS “Goeben” (AOB, this 
war ship brought Turkey, during WW I, directly on the German side in 1914) during 1914-18 
war, in Turkish waters; between the wars fought in Denikin’s army and with Coszacks; 
Abwehr appointment as I M KONO made by Menzel; had assisted Von Der Marwitz before 
the creation of KONO;  controlled several agents, was especially active in Caucasus; had a 
White Russian landlady, met several White Russians (AOB, people whom opposed the 
Bolsheviks) at her parties, but not known to have used any of them; was “more of a Caucasian 
than a Navy man”;  his reports were not too good, being for the most part “much palaver”; 
always full of ideas, rarely put them into practice. 
KV 2/267-3, page 69 

 
Alma, Egon: 
 Austrian Jew settled in Paris; had worked for Deuxieme Bureau, and for this reason 
was to have been deported by SD to Poland;  Ledebur, who knew him before the warm saved 
him from arrest, named him as an agent of his.  After considerable arguments between 
Boemmelburg and Ledebur, in which Reile intervened, it was agreed by SD to let Alma work 
for the Lutetia (AOB, Hotel, Abwehr HQ in Paris), providing Ledebur accepted full 
responsibility for his future conduct. 
KV 2/267-4, page 1 

 
Auenrode, (Craemer von @ “Ludovico” (AOB, not exactly known whether spelled with C or 
K; Ludovico von Karsthof(f) was the official alias used during his being KOP Leiter in 
Lisbon) “Before the war, he was I Luft Ast Nest Cologne; in 1940 became Leiter K.O. 
Portugal, where he remained until the end of 1943.”(AOB, first his origin was from Austria, 
according his friend Fidrmuc @ OSTRO, both have had the same teacher once in Triest, by 



then (pre-WW I) belonging to Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy (also known as: Donau-
Monarchy).  Again documented in: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm 
Ludovico had been removed from office about May 1944, but his departure delayed, likely 
due to the events of war, until August/September 1944)  
KV 2/267-4, page 3 

 
Bensmann, Dr. Nikolaus @ Nic @ Nick-The-Go-Getter”: 
 “He is the proprietor of a firm for oil refining patens in Bremen, and in consequence a 
widely travelled man. He informed Nest Bremen before the war on all technical questions to 
do with oil refinery.  He was called up for the Nest on the outbreak of war and became first a 
Sonderführer (Sdf.) in the Air Force, and later in the Navy; finally he became an officer. An 
extraordinary zelous and competent man.” Controlled several agents and prospects from 
Bremen, including Charles Bedaux (AOB, please consider Ledebur’s file: 
http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-159-Ledebur.pdf ) 
KV 2/267-4, pages 4 + 5 

 

 
Bentivegni,  Obst. von: 
 Succeeded Obst. Bamler in 1937 as Chief of Abwehr III until the beginning of 1944 
(AOB, I suppose it was already in late 1943, but sometimes he was called upon to act a 
temporair deputy of Abw. III):-   
 “Obst. von Bentivegni was the head of Abwehr Abteilung III in Berlin, as successor to 
Obst. Bamler;  before that he had been for two years the head of the Wiesbaden Stelle.  He 
was an extraordinary aloof  “and correct officer, who knew the work of Abwehr III very well 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-159-Ledebur.pdf


and carried it out very ably. For this reason Admiral Canaris kept him at the Amt, even 
though he was continually expressing the desire to serve at the front as a divisional 
commander (AOB, his desire was to become a General, but for it a Generalspatent had to be 
acquired and serving as commander at the Eastern front); it was not until the autumn of 1943 
that he got his wish, that is to say, he went on a divisional commander’s course, I think 
somewhere in Schleswig-Holstein.  His successor was Obst Heinrich.  Shortly after taking 
office, however, the latter had a very bad car accident, which made him unfit for duty for 
several months.  Thereupon Obst. Bentivegni was recalled from his course.  After the 
reinstatement of Heinrich, he again left the Abwehr, as he thought for the last time.  When 
Admiral Canaris was sent on leave of absence on 12 February 1944, the provisional head of 
Amt. Vice-Admiral Buerkner (Bürckner) brought him back in serve under him as head of 
Abwehr Abteilung I, II and III.  When Obst. Hansen was appointed to this Amt, he finally left 
the Abwehr. (AOB, General Bentivegni, commanded a division at the Kurland Front and after 
Germany surrendered on 8/9 May 1945, 
 he became Russian PoW and was later sentenced to 25 years imprisonment. But he was 
among the men whom returned mid 1950s to Germany) 
KV 2/267-4, page 8 

 
Carnap, Oblt. von: 
 In 1943 worked in I H West in Gruppe I H of Abwehr Abteilung I. (AOB, Wilhelm 
von Carnap was, longer than only 1943, the handling officer of the famous German “Ostro” 
(Paul Georg Fidrmuc). His office was designated “Skarupa” and connected onto the 
communication channel “HIOB” which stood for: Heer  Abwehr I  Ost Berlin, therefore he 
likely was doing Ost (East) connections, notwithstanding that Ostro (Fidrmuc) operated in 
Portugal; this minor contradiction might have had its origin since about 1934/35) 
Again consider my: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm  
KV 2/267-4, page 9 

 
Coreth, Hptm. Graf: 
 Abwehr officer in Budapest, in close contact with Obst. Hansen; introduced by 
Pheiffer to Ledebur, who contacted him on journeys to Hungary on Hansen’s behalf. 
KV 2/267-4, page 11 

 
Dischler, Obst.: 
 “In 1934 he was Referent III in Hamburg, and on the founding of the Ast; in 1940 he 
became Astleiter in Brussels;  in 1941 Astleiter in Salonica and Athens; in 1943 he left the 
Abwehr and became Field Commander in either France or Belgium.” 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


KV 2/267-4, page 12 

 
Eitel Karl @ Carlos: 
 “Eitel travelled as Chef de rang in the Restaurant of the steamer “Bremen.”  He acted 
as my courier with America and was to have sought suitable agents there.  He was in contact 
with Griebl, Lonkowski, who worked for Abwehr I Luft and others whose names I do not 
know, in addition to the man who was sentenced in the American trial, a certain Otto Voss.  
He made himself a man of independent means though a grocery in Nürenberg.  On the 
outbreak of war he was conscripted into the Navy but asked to be transferred to the 
Intelligence Service.  He was sent to Genoa as Bischoff’s representative and was to collect 
information there with the help of ship’s crews doing American Export.   He had a certain 
amount of success.  With the entry of Italy into the war, his activity there came to an end.  He 
was then recalled to Bremen; later I had him sent to me in Brest.  Here he was to look after 
my boats and their crews and to try and obtain information from the population.  His activity 
was restricted to collecting information which was more in the sphere of the Abwehr, this 
especially being the case after I left Brest.  In 1943 he was taken over by Abwehrstelle I and 
sent too Portugal to assist the I M Referent there.  What happened to him after that I do not 
know.  He is a conscientious and honest man who worked out of patriotism and integrity.  
(Pheiffer has since met Eitel again at Camp 20) 
KV 2/267-4, page 13 

 
Engelhorn, Obstlt.: 
 From 1944, Ia of Abwehrabteilung I. 
 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 15 

 
Furche @ Fuente: (AOB, Uffz.) 
 Attached to Durchschleusingsdienstelle on Franco-Spanish frontier; absent from San 
Sebastian when Pheiffer called.  

 
Garthe, Obst.: 
 “Leiter of I Luft in Paris and later Dienststellenleiter Lyons. He had formerly an active 
serving officer in a Jaegerbatallion; in 1935 he again entered the Army;  his civilian 
occupation in between is unknown to me; an irreproachable officer.” 
KV 2/267-4, page 15 + 16 

 

 
Gersdorf, Hildegard @ “Hillich”: 
 “From September 1934 until May 1936 in Ast Wilhelmshaven; from September 1939 
until May 1940 in Nest Bremen.  From May 25

th
, 1940 until July 1940 in Rotterdam and 

Paris.  From March 1942 until March 1943 at Alst. Paris.  From April 1943 until April 1944 
Abwehrabteilung I,  Berlin; from the end of April 1944 until the end, KONO Turkey.” 
Worked originally as secretary for NDL (AOB, Nord Deutsche Lloyd, in Bremen); became 
protégée of Pheiffer family later Pheiffer’s mistress. 
KV 2/267-4, page 17 

 
Hansen, Obst.: 
 From the beginning of 1943 (AOB, must most likely have been late 1942, as Hansen’s 
private pocket-diary is in January and beyond not showing a sign of a switch, as from the 
early days in January 1943 he already visited regularly Zeppelin (Zossen). Originally Hansen 
came from Fremde Heere West (FHW), not an Abwehr branch, but a section of the OKW) the 
Chef of Abteilung I, Berlin; later Amtschef  (AOB, succeeding Canaris); executed (AOB, 
hanged (strangled) on 8 September 1944, at Plötsensee Prison)) as a ringleader in 20 July plot 
against Hitler. 
 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 18 

 
Helferich. Obst.: 
 Astleiter Italy, 1943/44. 
KV 2/267-4, page 20 

 
Jenke, Willi,  Obst.: 
 Adjutant to Amtschef Admiral Canaris and Chief of Staff. 

 
Johnny: 
 Worked for Major Münzinger, I H, mainly in Portugal.  Pheiffer believes he is 
identical with Jebsen. Ran several sub-agents, one of whom was a Jugo-Slave named “Maria”. 
(AOB, Johann Jebsen was incredible rich, and was also a M.I.5. Double-Cross agent named 
Artist. He was finally abducted in Lisbon, brought to Biarritz and flown to Berlin, last seen at 
Sachsenhausen camp, in February 1945. Fatal was his attempt to find-out about “Ostro” and 
asking a man called Ballhorn, his real name Hans Brandes, who was of half Jewish origin. For 
more information please consider again: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm 
where you will find more details on this tragic history)  
KV 2/267-4, page 22 

 
Kiekenbusch, Obstlt.: 
 From 1942 – 1944 was Leiter I at KO Spanien (Spain). 

 
Kleyenstüber, Obstlt.: 
 Was Gruppenleiter I Luft at Abw. Abt. I Berlin from the autumn or winter of 1942 
onwards. (AOB, Kleyenstüber alias Anzo (Anso) flew his own airplane (He 111) and he 
brought Turkul (on behalf of Richard Kauder alias Klatt, than Leiter I Luftmeldekopf in Sofia, 
by the way he was Jewish) and his (Turkul’s) family from Rom to Vienna (Wien), please 
again notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm )  
KV 2/267-4, page 24 

 
Kumrow (Kümrow?), Major: 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


Leiter Chefgruppe I, Amt.Abw. 
KV 2/267, page 25 

 
Lenz, Fregatten-Kapitän Gustav: (AOB, was an alias, his real name was Leissner, but got 
Elcano and Somosa as well) 
 In 1936 or 37 was referent of gruppe I M of Abw. Abt. I in berlin\. During the war was 
Leiter KO Spanien (Spain) 
KV 2/267-4, page 27 

 
Marogna-Redwitz, Obst. Graf: 
 Until 1938 was leiter I Ast München, then of Ast Wien.  From the outbreak of war 
until March or April 1944, was Ast Leiter Wien; dismissed by SD to whom he was 
“unacceptable.” (AOB, he was also strongly engaged in the 20 July plot against Hitler; and 
was sentenced to death) 
KV 2/267-4, page 30 

 
Niebur, Kapt.z.S.: 
 “From 1936 to 1937 he was deputy Gruppenleiter of I M in the Abteilung I in Berlin;  
became Naval Attaché in Buenos Aires; from 1943 onwards he worked for different naval 
Dienststellen.” 

 
Opladen or Obladen, Kaitänleutnant (Sonderführer (Sdf.). 
 During the war he was first of all working in I M at Ast Hamburg, and then led the 
Marine commando in the Greek campaign, after which he returned to Hamburg again.  He 
was leader of the Marine Kommandos in South Russia (AOB, favourably Caucasus).  In 1943 
his Kommando lying in Cavalla (Kavalla).  In the autumn of 1943, Obladen joined the naval 
staff of Admiral Heye.  
 
 

↓ 
 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 31 

 
“Ostro”:  (AOB, real name Paul Georg Fidrmuc, please notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-
ostro-josephine.htm ) 
 Agent in Lisbon controlled by I H Amt/Abw. (AOB, actually “Skarupa” through the 
communication channel HIOB, Sachbearbeiter Oblt. Wilhelm von Carnap) 

 
Piekenbrockm Generalmajor:  
 “From 1936 or 37 was head of Abw. Abt. I until the end of 1942; then became a 
Division Commander in the East.” (AOB, he left Abwehr as Obst. as to become a General he 
first had to follow a “Generalspatent” course, before he got a change becoming finally a 
general) 
KV 2/267-4, page 32 

 
Poretschkin, Major: 
 Succeeded Obstlt Rasehorn, Ii  Amt/Abw.; no further details. (AOB, matters are a bit 
different: Rasehorn was in Berlin succeeded by  Otl. Trautmann, formerly Ii of Hamburg; but 
matters were historically on the move;  like the changes of RSHA Amt VI into Mil Amt for 
example, but in this context too complex for a brief explanation) 
KV 2/267-4, page 32 

 
Praetorius, Obstlt. Dr.: 
 “In 1936 or 37 was I Wi at Ast Hamburg, later in the war he became Leiter I of the 
same Stelle.” 
KV 2/267-4, page 33 

 
Reile, Obstlt. Oskar: 
 “Untergruppenleiter III F. Before the war, he worked in Trier.  Was a former serving 
officer, led III Abwehrkommando in the Western Campaign; I do not know when he again 
entered the service, nor what civilian work he had been doing in the meantime. Was a very 
thorough officer, skilful and zealous.  During the course of his work he had many difficulties 
with the SD,  I do not know where he lived.  My successor as Leiter III Paris.” 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


KV 2/267-4, page 39 

 
Schülerm Korvettenpaitän d.R. Werner: 
 In 1917 was a Lt. On bord S.M.S. (AOB, = Seine Majestät Schiff, equalling HMS) 
“Hindenburg”.  At the beginning of the war he was Referent for Balkans and Near East of 
Gruppe I M at Abw. Abt. I;  was in Shanghai after the establishment KO there. In June 1944 
he was posted to Izmir as I M KONO. (AOB, how did he manage to travel from Shanghai to 
Turkey?, would Russia have been involved, as Japan still held friendly relations with that 
country) 
KV 2/267-4, page 40 

 
Sokol, @ “Junghans”,  Korvettenkapitän: 
 From 1938-1940 was I M at Ast Wien, In 1941 became I M at Ast Athens and in 1944 
I M KO Spanien (Spain); had been “best I M officer in Balkans.” 
KV 2/267-4, page 42 

 
Trautmann, Major: 
 Ii at Ast Hamburg;  in charge of radio arrangements for projected English invasion 
Kommandos. 
KV 2/267-4, page 43 

 
Waag, Obstlt.: 
 “Former serving officer;  I don’t know what he did in civilian life,  nor when he 
rejoined the service;  Leiter I, Paris; probably had a previous appointment in Stuttgart.  Went 
from Paris to Stuttgart or München as Leiter 1942.  I do not know what happened to him after 
that.  Opinions about him were varied. He tackled his work in a very bureaucratic manner. 
Dragged one foot as a result of a war injury.” 



 
Waetjen, Dr.: 
 A lawyer in close contact with Obst. Hansen and Wiebe of Ast Stettin; his activities 
not known to Pheiffer. 
KV 2/267-4, page 43 

 
 Wagner, (AOB, Hans) Obstlt.: 
 “Seen in Berlin in 1936 or 1937,  Before the war he worked for Abw. Abt. III, but I do 
not know exactly when, he was KO Leiter in Sweden.”(AOB, Stockholm, in April 1945 he 
was still there, but might have been expelled shortly after 14 April 1945) 
KV 2/267-4, page 45 

 
Wenzlau, Major 
 “In 1938 became I Luft Bremen;  was later at the Hague, Lisbon and Amt/Abw. 
Berlin; a very keen officer; before rejoining Wehrmacht, was a banking official; is 
married.”(AOB, he actually, at least during the first half of the war was connected with Ast 
Hamburg. Both, he and Karl-Heinz Kraemer (Krämer), delt often together, be it on the Iberian 
peninsula as well as on the Balkans. He was in Stockholm in the final days of war, maybe, as 
many others being expelled after 14 April 1945) 

 
Wichmann, (AOB, Herbert) Kapitän z. S.: 
 From 1935 or 1936 until the end of 1938 was I M at Ast Hamburg.  From then until 
May 1940 he held the position of Leiter I at this Dienststelle, In May 1940 he became Leiter 
of Ast Hamburg. (AOB, up to December 1944, when he was made redundant, due to his age!)  
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 45 

 
Wiebe, Kapitän zur See: 
 In 1934/35 was I M in Danzig, alter in Stettin. Then became Leiter I in Stettin, and 
since the beginning of this war has been Leiter of Ast Stettin.  Seen by Pheiffer in Berlin 1935. 
KV 2/267-4, pages: 62 – 64 

 
Freg.Kapt. Dr. Erich Pheiffer 



Date      Movements 
19.5.40 Pheiffer ofw. I M West, requested to be at German Embassy, the Hague, on 

20.5.40 (AOB, about the time Adm. Canaris visited The Hague as well) 
4.6.40  At Rotterdam 
6.6.40  On way to Dunkirk 
8.6.40  Now re-established in Dunkirk 
15.6.40 At Le Havre 
24.6.40 At Brest (Took over Naval Dockyard) 
27.6.40 Going with Secret Police to Lorient, St. Nazaire & Nantes. 
6.740  At Ast Paris. 
17.7.40 On way to Paris, due Bremen 16

th
 or 19

th
. 

21.7.40 At Nest Bremen 
24.7.40 At Nest Brest. 
6.9.40  Still at Brest. Instructed to be at Ast Paris on 10.9.40 for consultation. 

recommended to prepare for long absence. 
12.9.40 At present in Paris. 
2.10.40 Arrived Brest on 14.9.40. 
14.11.40 Expects to travel to Siegen. 
16.12.40 Expected to arrive in Bremen on 20.12.40. 
17.12.40 Arriving in Jena on 19

th
 or 20

th
. 

14.1.41 At Brest. 
23.4.41 Still at Brest. Will be in Siegen, Westfalen, Haus Kulmberg, c/o/Klingpor for a 

few days. Expect to arrive about the 25
th

. 
24.4.41 On duty journey to Germany for 10 days. 
7.5.41  At Brest. 
14.6.41 Probably arriving Paris on 22.6.41m for meeting in Ambassador Hotel. 
21.6.41 Arriving Hotel Ambassador, Paris on 23.6.41  
22.6.41 To wait in Hotel Commodore, Paris. 
28.6.41 At Brest. 
12.7.41 Request to Leiter Paris (from Hamburg) for Pheiffer to go to Hamburg for 2 or 

3 days. 
16.7.41 Permission granted for duty trip.  Going to Paris on 17

th
 for conference on 18

th
. 

Continues journey same evening to Cologne, arriving 19
th

. 
16.7.41 Request that his wife be informed that he will meet her on the 19

th
 at Cologne 

Station. 
31.7.41 Pheiffer on leave. 
12.8.41 At Brest. 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 
 
 
 



 
 



Date     Movements. 
 
30.9.41 Away from Brest on duty?    
28.11.41 Still at Brest.  Request that his wife be informed (Tel. Westfalen 4879) that he 

will be in Cologne on 29.11.41 at 1157 hrs. 
17.1.42 Arriving in Paris on 12.1.42 
18.1.42 Will be present at I M meeting 29-30/1/42  ? Paris. 
12.2.42 Has to make an oral report to Amtschef (Canaris) on the 17th. Feb. 42.  Hopes  

to arrive Siegen on the 18
th

. Wife informed. (AOB, not noticed, but his wife 
lost one eye after a bombardment in Bremen, some time before. She might 
have moved to the less endangered town of Siegen) 

 
26.3.42 Freg.-Kapt. Pheiffer, Leiter III  Paris. 
27.3.42 Still in Paris. 
15.5.43 At Berlin. Apparently Going to Madrid for a meeting. 
18.5.43 To be accompanied on journey (to Madrid) by Kapt. Gahlemann. To return 24

th
 

direct to Madrid. Departure from Madrid, 27
th

. 
 
19.5.43 In Algeciras from 23-25

th
 May. 

 
21.5.43 Left by air – Berlin to Madrid. 
 
23.5.43 Can be reached via Freg.-Kapt. Leissner (AOB, the real name of Leiter KOSp) 

(Previously asked to state address in Madrid). Arrived in Algeciras. 
 
25.5.43 Arrives in Madrid. 
 
27.5.43 To redezvous in San Sebastian at 1100 on 28.5.43 
 
2.6.43  Apparently back in Berlin. 
 
12.6.43 In Madrid. 
 
17.6.43 Flying from Berlin to Istanbul (Istambul) on 25.6.43 (In Berlin) 
 
17.6.43 Arrives in Sofia on 1.7.43 from Istanbul (Istambul) for discussion. Returning 

by air to Berlin on 7.7.43. 
1.7.43  Arrived in Sofia according schedule. 
6.7.43  Back to Berlin. 
18.8.43 To be contacted in Athens. 
 “   “  “  In Berlin. 
23.10.43 Intends to arrive in Istanbul (Istambul) on 5.11.43.   
25.10.43 Journey to Istanbul (Istambul) postponed till 19.11.43, returning from Sofia 

24.11.43 (Going for discussions). 
24.11.43 In Berlin. 
26.11.43 Arrived in Sofia according to schedule, 24.11.43. Will leave by air 27.11.43. 

Will leave by air 27.11.43. 
22.12.43 In Berlin. 
31.3.44 Possibly returning to Istanbul (Istambul) (date not known). In Berlin. 
 
1.4.44  At present on leave.  Resumption of duty intended beginning of April (? 

Istanbul (Istambul). In Berlin. 



 
Date.     Movements. 
 
27.4.44 Pheiffer proposes to return from Paris to Schleiden via Cologne for planned 

discussion. Will be Schleiden till about 5
th

 May.  
 
3.5.44  Leaving Schleiden on 5.4.44. Going to Berlin by order. 
 
8.5.44  Arrival in Istanbul (Istambul) still expected at some time. 
 
9.5.44  Arrangements to be made to see that the Turkish Foreign Office sanctions a 

Turkish entry visa for Freg.-Kapt. Pheiffer via the German Embassy. Pheiffer 
evidently leaving Berlin by plane on 12.5.44. (For Istanbul (Istambul).  

 
9.5.44  Arrival in Istanbul (Istambul)  planned for 12.5.44. postponed by 8 days, due to 

delay visa. 
 
17.5.44 Duties as KO Leiter taken over – Istanbul (Istambul). 
 
11.3.45Still in Turkey. (AOB, still interned at the Consulate premises in Istanbul) (Istambul)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 65 

 
         CX/ .. /592 dated 31.5.45 
               V.E. 
WR/C 1 Mr. Stamp. 
 Attached are:- 
1Extracts from an account of the German Intelligence Service in Kurkey which was written in 
April 1944, i.e. immediately before Pheiffer’s arrival.  It shows the organisation before it was 
disrupted by the defection to the Allies in spring of that year, and the dismissal of Leverkuehn 
which resulted, but also takes some account of the ensuing confusion.  Pheiffer arrived in 
May, and the Turkish break with Germany, involving the repatriation or internment of 
German citizen, followed in August of the same year.  It is hoped that these extracts may 
supplement the notes on individual characters as useful background for their interrogations. 
2A Brief description of the activities of Pheiffer in Turkey and list of questions which might 
usefully be put in interrogation. 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-4, page 66 (final page of the entire file on Pheiffer) 

 
 

Erich Pheiffer’s activities in Turkey. 



 There is not a great deal to be said about these. Pheiffer was appointed leiter K.O.N.O. 
(KONO) in Istanbul (Istambul) in May 1944 to replace Major Paul Leverkuehn (AOB, 
formerly Pheiffer always referred to his rank being a Hauptmann (Hptm.)), who had been 
dismissed in disgrace as a result of the defection of his personal assistant Erich Vermehren, as 
well as other Abwehr employees (AOB, at least I know about Hamburger), to the Allies in 
February 1944.  In spite of his former naval rank, Pheiffer succeeded also to Leverkuehn’s 
cover post of Assistant Military Attaché with the rank of Obstlt.  Arriving in Istanbul 
(Istambul) on May 12

th
, he was interned in the German Embassy (AOB, in Istambul, and not 

Ankara; wasn’t it actually the General-Consulate in Istambul?; there otherwise would have 
existed two German Embassies in Turkey) with other diplomats at the end of August after 
Turkey’s rupture of diplomatic relations with Germany. (AOB, would this have happened 
without severe pressure on the Allied side?) During this short period of freedom, he was 
handicapped for the active intelligence work for two main reasons.  First, the loss of cover 
and confidence, and the change of personnel, resulting from the defections which had 
disrupted the Abwehr in Turkey, and much of his time was taken up with reorganisation and 
other administrative duties.  Secondly, the events in Turkey had considerably hastened the 
subordination of the Abwehr to the S.D., and Pheiffer found himself working under the 
control of Bruno Wolf the chief Amt VI officer in Istanbul (Istambul).  He even had to send 
his reports to his own headquarters through Wolf, who was at liberty to open the envelope and 
make what alterations he chose.  
 
 Pheiffer does however appear to have continued to obtain a little intelligence about 
British troops in Syria, and also about shipping movements through the Suez Canal.  The 
latter was probably obtained through Turkish merchant captainsm but there may also have 
been an agent in Alexandria.  Pheiffer should be questioned about his sources on both these 
types of intelligence. 
 
 It should be added that according to the Americans in Istanbul (Istambul) Pheiffer 
informed them at the end of August through a reliable intermediary that he was willing to 
defect to the Allies.  Owing to difficulties arising from the internment it proved impossible to 
do anything about this. 
 
Suggested Questions. 
1Details of Pheiffer’s relation with Bruno Wolf after his arrival in Turkey. 
2Full details of all Pheiffer’s sources of information including all agents and channels through 
which their information was sent to K.O.N.O. (KONO).  This should include detailed 
description of his means of communication with Middle Eastern countries, particularly Egypt. 
(AOB, bear always in mind: that most people in the “Middle East” had an anti-British 
sentiment, owing to past suffered repressions, during their occupations)   
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-5, page 1 

 
3 Details of stay behind preparations. Names of Turks willing to collaborate with the 
Germans for this purpose. 
 
4 Details of how K.O.N.O. communicated with Germany after their internment – W/T, 
courier, secret writing, personal messages on  broadcasts etc. 
 
5 How far was continuation of intelligence work possible after internment, and by what 
means? What means of communication existed between the different internment camps, and 
with agents? Give names of intermediaries. 
 
6 Relationship with Turkish I.S. (Head of this in Istanbul (Istambul) is Djelal Bey Koral;  in 
Ankara – i.e. head of the whole Turkish service – Nadji Bey Perker.) 
 
7 Details of German collaboration with the Japanese I.S. in Turkey. Any information on the 
Japanese organisation.  Intelligence duties in Istanbul (Istambul) of Tateishi (M.A.), 
Matsubara 9N.A.), Izumi, Yesuharo Aoki. 
 
A brief explanation, as far as possible of the code-names used in the following W/T communications. 

 
It isn’t bound to one example, but during the course of the war, names changed albeit that it might still 

concern the same link or personality. 
 
 

It all concerns intercepted messages, where in some respect Pheiffer being noticed.  
Please compare also: http://www.cdvandt.org/canaris-intercepts.htm where Canaris related 
communications being dealt with. The ague meeting on 20.5.40 in both documents being noticed. 

 
The next RSS intercept series are reflecting extremely well the foregoing file content, as 
where most have been dealt with, is to be reflected in the decrypted  W/T messages! 

http://www.cdvandt.org/canaris-intercepts.htm


@ Wekil @ Chef Ganz : Petersen are all concerning Pheiffer. 
Anst stood for: Abwehrnebenstelle is equalling Nest 
Nauen was a regular Wireless site, likely used because the skip between Lisbon and Paris did not 
allow direct wireless contact (communication) This route is to be find more often 
Diaz likely Ii in Lisbon, as his name frequently is turning up. 
Ludovico (von Karshof(f)) code-name of the KO Leiter in Lisbon, up to May 1944 
Fuente, the cover-name of Uffz. Furch, located in the Spanish-France border town. Was specialised in 
letting entering (more or less unofficially) Germans in and out Spain. 
Martin, once might have stood for I M, Berlin 
Somoza,  one of the many cover-names of Leiter KO Spain in Madrid. 
Mentor, might most likely once have stood for Pheiffer 
Fulei Burg = at that moment Major Rasehorn I I, Burg = Berlin  
Goetz could have stood for: Willi Goetz also known as Wigo 
Cara, was the Wireless station of KO Bulgaria in Sofia. 
Chef Goetz, likely stood for Obst. Wagner his alias Dr. Delius, KO Leiter Bulgaria in Sofia 
HIOB / Senior, Heer – I – Ost – Berlin / Senior = Obstlt. Hansen, Leiter Abw. I Berlin 
Amtschef = Canaris 
Palais = Berlin 
Erizo, Anzo = Obstlt. Kleyenstueber (Kleyenstüber)? 
Pago = ZF, Zahlmeister, Paymaster in Madrid/Spain 
Parkstadt = Paris 
Bodden = Ballanero, was the leader of a Navy project, detecting passing ships between southern 
Spain and North Africa by means of an invisible infra-red barrier. His headquarter was in Tangier 
(Tanger) 
Moruno, , alias Recke; real name Krüger Tetuan (North Africa) 
Metro, = Madrid – KO Spain 
Bingo to Funkleiter, might be ment: Diaz Ii Leiter KO Lisbon to Funkleiter Ii Berlin, Major Rasehorn 
Huette (Hütte) = Switzerland 
Gashgai brothers, Persians (tribe members) living in Germany, but returned during the war 
TOGO = Fms. Kesselring’s W/T Stelle at Frascati, near to Rome 
Tacticus = Leiter I Rome, Oblt. Hoermann? 
Guillermo, = alias of Canaris 
Fulei SO = Ii Wien (Wera) Hotzel (Hötzel) 
Harry = Dr. Aloys Schreiber, KOP, Lisbon 
Erizo Senior = Obstlt. i.G. Hansen 
Afu = Agentenfunk 
Ludwig = N.B.O Berlin 
Bordstadt = Bordeaux 
Kanzleichef = Dieckhoff, Media = Madrid 
Elcano = alias Leiter KO Spain, real name: Freg.-Kapt. Leissner 
Basta = Gibraltar 
Filipe = Referat Sdf. Karl Erich Kühlenthal (Kuehlenthal) KO Spain  Madrid 
Quadrat = new cover-name to Spain 
Ciro = Fritz Kramer 
Muehle (Mühle) = Stelle Kruse and Tetuan  
Ast Hafen = Ast Hamburg = Ast-X 
Ast XII = Wiesbaden 
Metro = Madrid 
KOBU = KO Bulgaria (Sofia) 
Sturmbahlführer Wolf, SD Leiter in Istambul, through whome Pheiffer had to communicate with 
Berlin 
Zwilling = Obst Lahousen, but at moment of notice for a long time not being at Abwehr, maybe now 
Schellenberg or eventually Kaltenbrunner 

Torre = ? KdM Ii Metro = Madrid 
Ikarus = ? Istambul (Stambul) 
 
 



KV 2/267-5, page 3 - 33   RSS intercept series on Pheiffer! 

 
Please notice the huge bulk of information to be transcribed, therefore I have decided to digest it all yourself! 

Only now and then I will add some comments. 



The number-series on the left-hand header side constitute the communication lines; such as 
VI/1 

 
 

 
A reconstruction of the type of communications lines once operated on the German side. 

Likely, but not entirely proven, is, the query are the used line numbers genuine German or 
were these British designations? 

 
This reconstruction, once based on a small sketchy British map (HW 19-332); was 

considerably expanded on a suggestion of my friend Rudolf Staritz: that it only covered the 
Balkans. 

Therefore I have extended it firstly westwards, then south-eastwards and then expanding it 
into even South Africa. 

The line numbers equalling those used in British documents; of the sort shown at the 
foregoing page and page following below.   

 
I have omitted to imply the many inter links, for example, existing within KO Spain.  The 

given colours are of not technical nature, but once chosen for clarity.  
 

The number series used under the datum-line are ISO and later in the war belonging to the 
ISK decryption series. ISOS concerned, manual keys (Handschlüssel) and ISK, in contrast, 

concerned “Maschinenschlüssel” like of Enigna  
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KV 2/267-5, page 41 

 
 

No comments, hunting started already before the war 



KV 2/267-5, page 43 

 
Hildegard Gersdorf was already before the war in touch with Pheiffer, maybe his mistress 
already? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



KV 2/267-5, page 44 final page 

 
AOB: Arthur Owens, had once been the agent of Major Ritter (Dr. Rantzau) of Ast Hbg. And 
not Pheiffer’s. The Owens case was blown due to amateurism on behalf of MI5, who guided 
(facilitated) him to Lisbon(February 1941). Major Ritter asked him: you are working for the 
British Secret Service? Why? Simply, he got far too easy a seat in an airplane from London. 
During this case, also Celery became engaged with Maj. Ritter. By the way, this event was 
also closing Ritter’s secret service career. His involvement in North Africa with “Lazlo 
Almasy” later in 1941, might have influenced his future as well. 

 
Termination on 21 October 2018 

 
 
By Arthur O. Bauer 
 
 
 


